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���Making�an�Impact
by: Kevin Kuzma 
Despite an unprecedented new level of regulatory 
oversight and negative press, the career college sector 
of higher education continues on its mission to change 
students' lives. Providing the sector its resilience and 
the focus to press on is a collection of leaders from 
different professional backgrounds. In our cover story, 
Career College Central presents the leaders making 
critical contributions to career education in a variety of 
areas – impacting the present and changing the future 
for career colleges.
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��8� �A�Life�Well�Lived
by: Kevin Kuzma and Robin Latham 
Lou Tice, a beloved mentor and educator with The Pacific 
Institute, passes on. Those who knew him best remember him.

12� �Where�Have�All�the�Students�Gone?�
And�How�do�We�get�Them�Back?�
by: Jenni Valentino 
After years of extreme growth in new student starts, increased 
regulatory oversight is driving career education starts down. In its 
report, the Parthenon Group shares a robust model of enrollment 
trends throughout the entire higher education arena.

36� ��One�Voice:�
The�Return�of�The�Link�
by: Kevin Kuzma 
Beginning with this edition, two important voices in higher 
education are now united: the Association of Private Sector 
Colleges and Universities, and the sector’s news organization, 
Career College Central. APSCU’s The Link magazine returns 
with this recurring special section.

58� �Ready�for�the�Shift�to�Tighter�
Placement�Scrutiny?
by: Shawn Whisenhant 
Accrediting agencies are placing more scrutiny on schools and 
placement verifications. But as Shawn Whisenhant explains, 
there are many actions career colleges can take to ensure the 
information in their annual placement reports is indisputable.

60� �California’s�Community�College�
Clash�and�Turn�
by: Kelly Duffy 
As community colleges in California are overrun with students 
and waiting lists grow longer and longer, one research 
organization suggests the system take its cues from the career 
college sector.
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54� ���Is�Everybody�Dancing?
by: Michele Wilson and Shane Reeder 
The correlation between colleges and universities is similar to 
junior high school dances. Like gender lines guarded carefully 
at a school dance, the meaningful lines between colleges and 
universities are rarely crossed. Michele Wilson and Shane 
Reeder think we may be able to outgrow this challenge.
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Colleges�and�Universities�2012�Annual�
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special guest, former President George W. Bush. The event 
will be held at Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino.
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LetteR
fRoM the
editoR

inthe rain, students run through the crosswalk 
with their bodies hunched over to protect their 
books. "The business college," as the workers in 
neighboring businesses refer to it, is in a row of 

indistinct corporate buildings with mirrored glass. Aside from the 
hourly rush of students, it's as common as any of the other offices 
on the street.

The college actually offers a whole lot more than business courses 
– programs like veterinary technology, massage therapy, and 
medical billing and coding. I was leaving the building when I saw 
the commotion coming toward me. I’d just interviewed a group of 
students who told me that without the opportunity to attend a career 
college, they'd still be wandering through their lives with no option 
to escape their mundane jobs – with no outlet to overcome night 
shifts and days away from their children and, in one student's case, 
no way to beat a debilitating case of depression.

These students are now taking steps they would have never had the 
confidence to take before, proving that the focus of career educators 
remains on the students. Career colleges became leaders in higher 
education through innovation and forethought, understanding the 
needs of the business community, and a complete awareness of its 
students’ preferences. As we continue through the most challenging 
time in the sector’s existence, those hallmarks remain critical. The 
ability to adapt, to find new strengths and to continue a mission to 
reach new students is imperative.

As Anthony Guida Jr. says in his portion of our “Making an Impact” 
article, “Regardless of our students’ statuses, we give them all the 
skills, tools and confidence they need for a lifetime of success.”

The executives and educators you see pictured on the cover of this 
magazine are the leaders who have continued to reach students and 
provide the highest quality of education available. They are the 
individuals who have developed innovations to keep their schools 
and organizations growing throughout a time of unprecedented 
change. We are honored to recognize them and the impact they have 
made on career education.

This issue of Career College Central is also exciting because 
it presents the inaugural special section featuring The Link, the 
flagship publication of the Association of Private Sector Colleges & 
Universities (APSCU). The Link has a tremendous legacy as a vital 
connection between professionals in our sector and action on Capitol 
Hill. We’re excited about our partnership to restore that connection 
for the sector. We are truly now two voices speaking as one.

We’ve made some organizational changes as well this spring. As 
the print and online versions of Career College Central continue to 
grow, I will be stepping back into the editor’s role for both. Jennifer 
Valentino will continue contributing articles from issue to issue, 
keeping up her excellent coverage of the sector as it continues its 
evolution.

This is a familiar role for me – one I served in for nearly five years. As 
I adjust back into the editor’s position, I can’t help but think about how 
similar my transition is to that of the career college sector.

When experiencing change, whether positive or negative, you have to 
go back to your strengths. I’m looking forward to seeing how, at a time 
of tremendous tribulation, the sector finds a way to thrive again. We’ll 
be here to share its story.

Sincerely,

Kevin Kuzma, Editor

be here to share its story.

Sincerely,

Kevin Kuzma, Editor
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LetteR 
to the 
editoR
tAKe ACtion!
if You SuppoRt 
the Adoption of 
the depARtMent 
of eduCAtion’S 
definition 
of finAnCiAL 
ReSponSibiLitY, 
ContACt YouR 
ACCRediting 
bodY diReCtLY 
todAY! feeL fRee 
to SubMit thiS 
LetteR – oR one 
of YouR own – to 
MAKe YouR AppeAL 
foR SiMpLifYing 
the RepoRting 
pRoCeSS foR ouR 
SChooLS. 

open letter to all 
accreditors and state 
regulators:
This is a request for your council, commission or regulatory agency 
to make the definition of financial responsibility uniform for all 
for-profit and not-for-profit postsecondary colleges and schools. 
Currently, there are numerous definitions and measures of the 
very important notion that all schools and colleges be “financially 
responsible” and able to meet their obligations to various 
stakeholders, including – most importantly – students. With several 
dozen accreditors and 50 states, the possibility exists for literally 
dozens of ways to define financial responsibility, along with the 
obligation to comply with those definitions. Our suggestion is that 
accreditors and regulators adopt the U.S. Department of Education’s 
well-established measure and definition of financial responsibility.

In 1995, the Department of Education hired respected accounting 
firm KPMG to undertake a thorough and complete analysis of the 
definition of financial responsibility. The process was reviewed 
by hundreds of schools, CFOs, CPAs and other interested parties. 
A clear and understandable set of rules and procedures was 
established and implemented in 1997 and has been used ever since. 
Any Title IV eligible school must be audited by a qualified CPA, 
and the Department of Education acknowledges receipt of this audit 
and advises if it considers the school financially responsible. This is 
based on a “score” of 1.5 or greater or the posting of a letter of credit 
(LC). This system has worked well for 15 years.

Schools and colleges often must undertake year-end planning to 
assure they meet all requirements for financial responsibility. Such 
planning may include bank loans, LCs, owner capital contributions, 
sale of stock or donor solicitations (these rules apply to for-profit 
and not-for-profit colleges). It seems unnecessary for schools and 
colleges to plan for multiple financial targets to provide evidence 
of likely resources to meet its obligations. In this environment of 
ever-increasing emphasis on streamlining regulations, it seems 
wasteful and unproductive to have various rules and definitions 
for financial responsibility. The current circumstance is both time-
consuming and costly, diverting management attention that could 
be better spent assuring quality education programs for students. 
Our suggestion is that other regulators and accreditors adopt as 
necessary the Department of Education rules to determine Title IV 
schools’ financial responsibility.

Thank you,
James D. Hutton, Ph.D.
Owner, Hutton Education

Send uS YouR LetteRS! 
To submit a letter to the editor, please contact Editor Kevin Kuzma 
at kevink@careercollegecentral.com. All submissions must include 
your full name, mailing address, phone number, and e-mail 
address. Letters become the property of Career College Central 
and may be republished in any format. Career College Central 
reserves the right to edit letters for length and clarity.
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A Life
wweeLLLL Lived LivedLL LivedLLLL LivedLL

though he touched countless lives – numbering in the millions 
according to those who worked with him – Lou Tice never 
sought the notoriety of an international guru.

Sage status could have been easily gained by a man whose teachings 
were followed by celebrities, politicians and leaders in countries around 
the globe. But Tice preferred to remain faithful to the man he was – an 
educator with a true soul.

His teachings and strategies gave career college professionals and 
students the power to change the way they think about themselves, to 
find the motivation to set goals, and to gain the strength to overcome the 
often enormous challenges in their lives. With Tice’s untimely passing 
on April 1 at age 76 came an outpouring of sympathy from thousands 
of students who found strength in themselves through his books and 
lectures. Thousands of letters and comments on Facebook arrived from 
those who had already shared their respect and admiration for his work 
with The Pacific Institute and others who had never told him about his 
influence on their lives. Among them was Rick Warren, the author of 

By�kevin�kuzma,�Editor�and��
Robin�Latham,�Contributing�Writer,�
Career College Central

A�beloved�mentor�
and�educator’s�
passing
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 Lived Lived
The Purpose Driven Life, who called to speak with Lou in his final 
hours.

But no matter a person’s background, celebrity or place in the world, 
Tice saw everyone through the same unique perspective.

“He always used to say that everyone had the same soul,” said Dr. Joe 
Pace, a 22-year colleague of Tice’s at The Pacific Institute. “After he 
died, someone wrote that it’s not often you meet someone like him who 
is as easy to talk to and joke with, someone who would do anything to 
help you out. That’s what people will miss.”

The man who would come to see potential in everyone he looked upon 
began his career as a gifted instructor, and he remained that for the rest 
of his life.

Tice was born on Nov. 15, 1935 in Seattle, Wash. After receiving his 
Bachelor’s degree from Seattle University and his Master of Arts in 
Education from the University of Washington, Tice began his teaching 

“ he always used to say that 
everyone had the same soul.”
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thoughts on Lou tice’s passing
Former students, colleagues, friends and family expressed their 
thoughts about Lou Tice’s passing on Facebook. The following is 
just a sampling of some of the heartfelt sentiments that were shared 
on Mr. Tice’s personal and memorial web pages:

tsungi Mukandi
To Lou Tice, I never had the opportunity to meet you personally, but 
as I am saddened by your passing. I celebrate your life and legacy. 
I am one of the many lives you touched through your teachings. 
Thank you for teaching us the power of forethought, affirmations, 
the importance of going after what we really want and being 
intentional in building our futures. Sir, you left your footprints 
firmly engraved in the sands of time; you will not soon be forgotten. 
Farewell ...

Christina Rice
Thank you, Lou, for teaching me the wonderful things you have 
taught your daughters. You were like another parent to me. I am so 
lucky to know you and your family. 

Mark d. flaten
A life well lived … is an understatement.

Yvonne denys-taylor
Today was the day we all said goodbye to a man who made a 
difference in all our lives. He showed us there is always more to 
life that just being. He was the first man to tell me that if I wanted 
more, he would show me how and he did. I am who I am because he 
started the ball rolling years ago. Although we only met once, I have 
always had his voice in my ear. Mr. Lou Tice, you will be missed, 
but I'm sure that you taught enough people that your voice will be in 
everyone’s ears for a long time.
     
Julia gaye McClendon McKnew
Thank you, Lou, for what you brought into the lives of a lot people, 
including me. What you taught and how you taught many people 
will live in us. It was my honor and privilege to know you and work 
for you. Thanks again, Lou, for everything!

bob peters
Lou was in and out of my life ever since high school at Highline. He 
was one of those people who always showed up when you needed 
him. I will surely miss him after 52 years of his coaching me.

Jan nelson
Lou's unstoppable passion and joy filled many of us up, changing 
lives across the earth for the better and will continue to resonate 
through many voices for a very long time. Thanks, Lou!

Jim thomas
Lou guided good leaders to be exceptional leaders. His passion for 
positive personal improvement changed my life. He will truly be 
missed.

Dr. Joe Pace, Managing Partner of the
Higher Education Initiative for The Pacific Institute
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career as a high school football coach at Kennedy High School in 
Burien, Wash. While taking a summer course from the University 
of Washington, he was inspired to create the educational curriculum 
that would become the foundation for The Pacific Institute, which 
he began in 1971 with his wife Diane.

The Pacific Institute focuses on cognitive education for youth 
across the world. The institute provides learners with the tools they 
need to understand and deal with the pressures on them and, as a 
result, make good decisions for the future. The cognitive education 
practices that Tice used with his students and football players 
eventually caught on with their parents, who wanted to use the 
tools that changed their kids to bring about change in a corporate 
environment.

This led Tice to begin The Pacific Institute’s Corporate Solutions 
division. The venture took him to Guatemala after the peace accords 
were signed, to Northern Ireland to collaborate with leaders and 
to South Africa, his efforts beginning before the end of apartheid. 
The institute and its research-based strategies would go on to 
impact the corporate culture and group performance of Fortune 
1000 companies for more than 35 years. Today, the curriculum 
has reached more than 33 million people around the world, been 
translated in 21 different languages and is present in 62 countries.

“Lou never wanted celebrity,” Pace said. “You have all these 
motivational speakers out there and they walk on coals. But Lou 
was very humble. There was an academic rigor in the curriculum he 
was developing that you just don’t find everywhere.”

The coach inside Tice never faded. In 2004, he partnered with 
Pete Carroll, Head Football Coach at the University of Southern 
California, to make a positive impact in southern Los Angeles. 
Not only did top athletes go to him for help with the psychological 
aspects of peak performance, but international business, political, 
and military leaders consulted with him and valued his work.

“His professional life and private life were seamless,” said Dave 
Sabey, a Washington-based business leader and former student of 
Tice. “The network of friends he had around the world, the people 
he has helped around the world, it's a very seamless life's work 
and it's difficult to separate the personal from the professional. It's 
just Lou – he was focused on doing good and educating people 
academically, spiritually, and physically. That's Lou's life and I don't 
think you can divide it into parts.”

Tice’s passing may mark the end of an era, but his unmatched legacy 
in the education sphere will live on in the millions of empowered 
individuals across the globe. 

This story was culled from interviews conducted by 
Editor Kevin Kuzma, Contributing Writer Robin Latham, 
and materials provided by The Pacific Institute.
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wheRe 
hAve 
ALL the 
StudentS 
gone? 

                  And how 
do we

get theM
bACK?

the private sector used to shrug its collective 
shoulders in a show of artificial modesty every 
time the hardships of the recession were discussed. 
“When the economy tanks, our enrollments go 

up. People understand the importance of a degree these 
days,” we said. 

The sector seemed immune to the struggles of the rest of the 
nation – w hen they were down, we were up. When they were 
up … we were still pretty high up. But that was three years 
ago. The Parthenon Group’s “Where Have All the Students 
Gone?” reports that, after years of double-digit growth in new 
student starts, total career education starts fell more than 20 
percent in 2011. 

After years of following predictable models, enrollment trends 
in private sector higher education had gone haywire. Those 
close to the heart of the matter assumed that the negative 
publicity brought on by "Frontline," the Kentucky Attorney 
General, Senator Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, and the rest of the mob 
intent on crippling the sector had scared away our prospective 
students, but nobody knew for sure. 

The�author�of�The�
Parthenon�Group’s�
latest�report�discusses�
enrollment�trends

By�Jenni�Valentino,�Staff�Writer Chris Ross, Partner at The Parthenon Group and author of the 
report, was tasked with finding out. “About a year ago, private 
sector enrollment trends started to diverge sharply from the 
expected model,” Ross said. “Our clients, especially those who 
had a lot at stake in the sector, started asking us what was going 
on with this unusual behavior on behalf of the consumers.  There 
were lots of excuses and theories being thrown around, but no 
hard answers.”

For the past 15 years, The Parthenon Group has been helping 
educators, investors and other interested parties to better 
understand the higher education sector as a whole. As part of 
their analysis, they have developed a robust model of enrollment 
trends throughout the entire higher education arena. 

For this report, Parthenon honed in on information obtained from 
1,000 prospective students – all of whom were under 45 years 
old, made an income of less than $50,000 annually and had no 
Bachelor’s degrees. In other words, the demographic of the vast 
majority of private sector students. 

Although this was a random sample, Ross noted that 90 percent 
of the prospective students had seen an advertisement for a career 
college, and 44 percent had actually spoken with an admissions 
representative, a fact that the report attributes to the “efficiency of 
the marketing model among private sector schools.” 

jenni�valentino
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Interestingly, only 10 percent of the prospective students 
sampled had heard any negative press about the sector. As 
the report states, “It is easy to believe that everyone is seeing 
the current bad press about the industry, but the reality is that 
90 percent of prospective students had no idea.” So, why the 
sharp drop-off? Since the survey showed that students haven’t 
lost confidence in career colleges specifically, signs point to 
lost confidence in college in general.

“Our findings show that the poor economy is the single largest 
contributing factor to declining enrollments in the private 
sector. Specifically, the long duration of unemployment,” said 
Ross. “Usually, when unemployment goes up, enrollments go 

up as well. This time, however, the duration of staggeringly 
high unemployment is driving the change from historical 
patterns. Because unemployment rates have been high for so 
long, prospective students are afraid of amassing student loans, 
graduating with a degree and then still being unable to find a 
career. These students still believe in the value proposition of 
education – that a degree can change their futures for the better 
– but are wary of taking that leap right now.”

While it is reassuring to know that career colleges have been 
burdened with declining enrollments due to larger-scale 
economic issues and not the publicized attacks on the sector, 
it is frustrating to learn that many students are delaying, out of 
fear, the degree that could give them a shield against long-term 
unemployment. Promisingly, there are steps that your school 
can take to prevent enrollments from plummeting further.

Jenni Valentino is a freelance writer and editor with 
years of involvement and experience in the career 
college sector. She can be reached at 
jzvalentino@gmail.com. 

“There are three things that school owners and executives can 
do to try to boost enrollment while waiting for this downward 
trend to reverse and stabilize,” said Ross. “First, take shares 
from others. With better marketing and differential pricing, 
your school can establish itself as the most responsible choice 
within its market. Second, expand your verticals. By offering 
new programs or increasing the outcomes of your offerings, for 
example, into Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees or certificates, you 
can broaden your marketability. Third – and most importantly – 
rather than focusing your efforts on funneling new students into 
your programs, focus on retention. Your school should be doing 
everything it can to stop the ‘leaky bucket’ scenario and help 
current students persist through graduation.”

The Parthenon Group’s report states that they believe the private 
sector of higher education’s growth is following a classic S-curve, 
where booming early adoption slows to a more modest maturity 
after time. “Where Have All the Students Gone?” predicts that 
enrollment growth rates will stabilize to 3-6 percent over the 
next five years. 

“ these students still believe in the value proposition of 
education – that a degree can change their futures for the 
better – but are wary of taking that leap right now.”



video tutorial impacts Students’ 
borrowing decisions

Today’s college-ready students must be prepared to handle 
more than just the academic rigors of obtaining a college 
degree. With the continuing rise of tuition costs, students now 
face an additional challenge: how to develop a personal budget 
that allows them to cover the day-to-day costs of living, but 
won’t leave them crippled with debt after graduation.

Results from a recent survey of Imagine America applicants 
show that viewing a short video about the advantages of 
developing a personal budget can make an impact on the 
amount students borrow for college.

The Foundation’s Financial Planning Made Simple (FPMS) 
video tutorial is helping students who attend for-profit colleges 
to understand the financial decisions they are making and 
taking them step-by-step through the process of developing 
personal budgets. All Imagine America scholarship and award 
applicants are required to view the video in order to be eligible 
for a scholarship or award. Since its launch in March 2011, 
more than 10,000 applicants have watched the video tutorial.

According to a survey led by Wonderlic, the FPMS video 
tutorial is already impacting student borrowers. Ninety percent 
of respondents gave a favorable rating when asked if the 
FPMS video provided financial information that was useful to 
them. After watching the video, 15 percent of career college 
students strongly agreed that they decided to borrow less 
money for school, and 26 percent agreed. Overall, the video 
tutorial received a 41 percent favorable rating in encouraging 
students to borrow more conservatively. 

By�Robert�L.�Martin
President,�Imagine�America�Foundation

Survey�shows�the�effect�
of�a�financial�planning�
video�on�students

The survey results also demonstrated other changes respondents 
made after viewing the video tutorial:

• 54 percent eliminated "wants" from their budget
• 50 percent created a budget
• 48 percent reevaluated their budget
• 25 percent obtained part-time employment
• 19 percent took out a lower amount of student loans

And, more than 95 percent of viewers said they would recommend 
the FPMS video tutorial to other students. 

“The ability to budget is one of the most important skills someone 
can have before they step into the real world,” said Robert L. 
Martin, President of the Imagine America Foundation. “Without 
that skill, students don’t have the proper perspective for remaining 
financially stable. FPMS helps students learn the importance of 
budgeting before they graduate, so they aren’t facing difficult 
financial situations before they’ve begun their careers.”

The Imagine America Foundation is the leading scholarship 
and research organization for the career college sector of higher 
education. The Foundation developed FPMS as an online-based 
tool to help career college students protect their future by making 
responsible borrowing decisions. The program consists of an 
18-minute animated video tutorial with the student’s choice of 
two avatars to walk them through the budgeting, borrowing and 
repayment process. The video gives students the opportunity to 
calculate their own budgets by using the downloadable FPMS 
Student Financial Planning Tool. It allows users to visually see 
exactly where their money is being spent in hopes of helping 
students to decrease overspending and increase their savings.

For more information about the Financial Planning Made Simple 
video tutorial or the related Wonderlic survey, contact Robert 
L. Martin, President of the Imagine America Foundation, at 
202.336.6758 or bobm@imagine-america.org.



Educational Benchmark Study Update:
the impact of word of mouth
The data collection for the Educational Benchmark Study being 
conducted jointly by the Imagine America Foundation and 
Wonderlic is nearing completion. The final surveys were gathered 
by the end of April, and the results will be presented at the APSCU 
Convention on Wednesday, June 20, in the session titled “First 
Look: The Real Impact of Student and School Characteristics on 
Student Success.”

A preliminary analysis based on what students have shared about 
their experiences has been conducted so far. Through this analysis, 
we sought to learn the reasons why students choose to enroll in 
a school or program. The table below shows the percentage of 
students selecting an option. 

Reason for choosing a program        percent
I liked a particular program            73%
The length of the program was reasonable       60%
The school had a good reputation         54%
The program and quality of education were strong      51%
A friend, family member, coworker or employer suggested it to me   41%
The classes were scheduled at convenient hours      40%
The school location was convenient (e.g. transportation)     38%
The school had good equipment or other resources      35%
The students at this school get good jobs when they graduate    30%
The school helped me get a school loan       27%
There were a variety of programs available       23%
The tuition was affordable          15%

With student engagement being a primary focus of the study, any 
responses to this question that indicated a referral-based option 
were of particular interest to us, since this means the direct action 
of another person influenced the student’s choice. In this survey, 
41 percent of the respondents enrolled at the recommendation of 
another. The response rate to this option led us to dig deeper into 
what would cause a person to make a recommendation.



After a review of potential predictors of this behavior, we identified one that stood out. The chart below shows the relationship of “school fit” 
to “willingness to recommend the program to others.” The data suggests that students who feel connected to their school are more likely to 
recommend the school to others.

Given these preliminary findings, one best practice recommendation would be to ensure that students are aware of all resources at their disposal 
when seeking help. The availability and visibility of these resources may be closely linked to student enrollment.

In closing, we are nearing the completion of the Educational Benchmark Study. The information presented in this article is intended to be a 
demonstration of the kinds of relationships involving student satisfaction and engagement that we hope to uncover in the complete analysis 
of the survey results.  For more information on the Educational Benchmark Study, please contact Ken Silber at ken.silber@wonderlic.com or 
1.800.977.1401.

educational benchmark Survey
The relationship of school fit to friend referral
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educational benchmark Survey
The relationship of school fit and helping behavior
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imagine 
America 
foundation 
is pleased 
to Announce 
our promise 
Recipients

2011 imagine 
America promise 
Recipients

The Promise Scholarship was developed to provide financial 
assistance to students who are attending participating Imagine 
America institutions through its Imagine America High School 
Scholarship Program. In addition to the $1,000 high school 
scholarship, Promise Scholarship recipients received an additional 
$500 toward their tuition.

This year, 127 students from 60 different career college campuses 
received the Promise Scholarship. Students were nominated by 
their college because of their exceptional academic achievements. 
Recipients of the Promise Scholarship had a cumulative 3.5 or 
higher GPA and a 95 percent or higher attendance record.  

To date, the Foundation has provided more than $700,000 in cash 
grants through the Promise Scholarship. Through this annual 
program, 900 students across the United States have received 
financial assistance to attend a career education institution.

Promise Scholarships are funded through contributions made 
by our sponsor Nelnet and contributors to the Imagine America 
Foundation’s 21st Century Workforce Fund.

Sophie Evans – Academy of Art University 
Veronica Osorio – Anthem Institute 
Benjamin Green – Anthem Institute 
Lauryn Jackson – The Art Institute of Atlanta 
Salem Sanders – The Art Institute of Atlanta–Decatur 
Kaitlyn Ross – The Art Institute of Indianapolis 
Alexis Vine – The Art Institute of Indianapolis 
Brooke Scott – The Art Institute of Michigan
Jennifer Fritsch – The Art Institute of Pittsburgh 
John Chambers – Automotive Training Center 
Larissa Heller – Automotive Training Center 
Robert Clendaniel – Automotive Training Center 
Steven Babajko – Automotive Training Center 
Ashley Rook – Automotive Training Center 
James Jackson – Automotive Training Center 
Ajaratu Rahim – Automotive Training Center 
Chris Snyder – Berks Technical Institute 
Kevin Montalvo – Berks Technical Institute 
Yvette Jaimes – Carrington College California 
Daniela Reyes– Carrington College California 
Jessica Gradillas – Carrington College California 
Yasmin Alvarez Alvarez – Carrington College California 
Andrea Mata Trujillo – Carrington College California 
Aaron Haskins – ECPI College of Technology 
Matthew Threadgill – ECPI College of Technology 
Katelyn Learn – ETI Technical College of Niles 
Kayla Jackson – ETI Technical College of Niles 
Micheal Varner – ETI Technical College of Niles 
Camille Bain – ETI Technical College of Niles 
Kylee Rogers – Everest Institute 
Maegan Gibson – Everest Institute 
Jocelyn Garcia – Everest Institute 
Breanna Thrasher – Everest Institute 
Jean Rodriguez – Florida Technical College 
Alicia Speace – Kaplan Career Institute 



Tia Luckenbaugh – Kaplan Career Institute
Stuart Emmerich – Lincoln College of Technology William 
Doolittle – Lincoln College of Technology 
Josh Chavez – Lincoln College of Technology 
Cramer Clark – Lincoln College of Technology 
Jared Schlapia – Lincoln College of Technology 
Ryan Caskey – Lincoln College of Technology 
Benjamin Delellis – Lincoln Technical Institute 
Kendra Mendez – Lincoln Technical Institute 
Matthew Cowan – Lincoln Technical Institute 
Jeffrey Sidebottom Jr. – Lincoln Technical Institute 
Anthony Verhoeven – Marine and Motorcycle Mechanics Institute 
Matthew Helms – Marine and Motorcycle Mechanics Institute 
Dalton Dix – Marine and Motorcycle Mechanics Institute 
Jordan Carlson – Michigan Institute of Aviation and Technology 
Kyle Johnson – Michigan Institute of Aviation and Technology 
Devin Douglass – Motorcycle Mechanics Institute 
David Bauser – Motorcycle Mechanics Institute 
Tyler Goldsberry – Motorcycle Mechanics Institute 
Henry Arevalo – NASCAR Technical Institute 
Matt Jarosz – NASCAR Technical Institute 
Jonathon Brown – Nashville Auto-Diesel College 
James Shimo Jr – Ohio Technical College 
Joshua Tordrup – Ohio Technical College 
Jonathan Roberts – Ohio Technical College 
Mia Lee – Remington College 
Whittney Sterling – Remington College 
Raven Viada – Remington College 
Brooklyn Romig – Remington College 
Marcus Pittman – Remington College 
Chelsea Clements – Remington College 
Aidee Gonzalez – Remington College 
Ashley Balderas – Remington College 
Brenda Rodriguez – Remington College 
Kayla Briones – Remington College 
Estee-Arlene Trani – Remington College 
Stephanie McBroom – Remington College 
James Castiglioni III – San Joaquin Valley College
Henry Perez – San Joaquin Valley College 
Erika Pickwoad – San Joaquin Valley College 
Karen De Santis – San Joaquin Valley College 
Jasmine Olivas – San Joaquin Valley College 
Lamitri Lloyd – San Joaquin Valley College 
Camitri Lloyd – San Joaquin Valley College 
Brittany Varela – San Joaquin Valley College 
Catherin Gomez – San Joaquin Valley College 

Fatima Casillas – San Joaquin Valley College 
Michael Shelburne – Sullivan College of Technology and Design 
Ashley Dewhirst – Sullivan University 
Gabrielle Wibking – Sullivan University 
Luis Vargas – The Bryman School of Arizona 
Anthony Khongkhoune – The Bryman School of Arizona 
Shaniqua Bedell – The Bryman School of Arizona
Louis Krieger – Triangle Tech 
Jesse Gardner – Triangle Tech 
Vincent Walker – Triangle Tech 
Douglas Gales – Triangle Tech 
John Bourne – Universal Technical Institute – Avondale, AZ
Robert Abline – Universal Technical Institute – Exton, PA
Chandler Clay – Universal Technical Institute – Glendale Heights, IL
Cory Miller – Universal Technical Institute – Glendale Heights, IL
Miguel Mora – Universal Technical Institute – Irving, TX
Samuel Sanborn – Universal Technical Institute – Norwood, MA
Aaron Cormier – Universal Technical Institute – Norwood, MA
Kevin Gedenberg – Universal Technical Institute – Norwood, MA
Spencer Bourassa – Universal Technical Institute – Norwood, MA
Brian Berube – Universal Technical Institute – Norwood, MA
Brian Norway – Universal Technical Institute – Norwood, MA
William Steiger – Universal Technical Institute – Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Nestor Rodriguez – Universal Technical Institute – Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Justin Jensen – Universal Technical Institute – Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Stephen Najim – Universal Technical Institute – Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Oscar Trinidad – Universal Technical Institute – Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Randall Derock – Universal Technical Institute – Sacramento, CA
Wade Wontorek – Universal Technical Institute – Sacramento, CA
Rhina Romero – Universal Technical Institute – Sacramento, CA
Kimberly House – Universal Technical Institute – Sacramento, CA
Dillon Cummings – Universal Technical Institute – Sacramento, CA
Gareth Watkins – Universal Technical Institute – Sacramento, CA
Brandon Prasad – Universal Technical Institute – Sacramento, CA
Jonathan Mcnamee – Universal Technical Institute – Sacramento, CA
Ashlyn Olson – Universal Technical Institute – Sacramento, CA
Elizabeth Hernandez – Westwood College 
Tracy Cantero – Westwood College 
Hector Lizardo Jr. – Westwood College
Karen Chavez – Westwood College 
Victor Vega – Westwood College 
Viktoriya Kaltcheva – Westwood College 
Jocelyn Bolanos – Westwood College 
Adriana Ocampo  – Westwood College 
Tyler Spencer – WyoTech 
Lindsey Harr – YTI Career Institute 
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At�a�time�of�intense�
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challenges,�these�
leaders�continue�to�
make�a�difference�in�
career�education
By�kevin�kuzma,�Editor
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founded more than a century and a half ago – according 
to some estimates – career education began with a focus 
on student outcomes. The programs and the related 
professions have changed over the years, as have the 

technology and the way students are instructed. Gone are the days 
of typewriting schools, to cite just one example. But what has not 
shifted in all those years is the focus on student outcomes and the 
importance of student success in sustaining a viable and evolving 
sector of higher education.

Now, with more attention being paid to it than ever before, career 
colleges are continuing on its central mission: to change students’ 
lives. Not much more than a decade ago, the sector was making 
advancements quietly. Those steps forward came by the way of 
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online education and program flexibility that students needed to make 
the pursuit of education feasible. And nothing has changed in that regard 
despite all the new attention being paid to career education in general.

Career college students have continued to graduate and find personal 
success, and its leaders have continued to innovate. At a time of great 
challenge, we’ve seen the leaders on the following pages make critical 
contributions to career education in the areas of education models and 
delivery, student financial planning, business management, marketing 
and advertising, law and politics, and more. Each of them shares a 
common motivation: the success of today’s career college students. 
These leaders are the group that has remained at the forefront of 
innovation, offering continued advancements and keeping students as 
the unchanging core of all it does. 
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Steve gunderson
President and CEO of the Association of Private Sector 
Colleges and Universities

Given the extraordinary regulatory and political challenges 
facing career education, what improvements/innovations does 
the sector need to implement to remain a leader in higher 
education?

Our most important challenge is one of communication. We must 
change the conversation. We must lift up our role in meeting the 
workforce skill needs of the nation and in providing millions of families 
with the skills necessary for economic success. We must articulate the 
gap between the number of skilled workers our nation needs and the 
current shortage of capacity. Unless the private sector grows in size 
and service, America cannot meet these workforce skill needs.

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed 
in) career education. What led you to recognize the need for 
these innovations? What has been their impact on students 
and higher education?

My hope is that a positive message articulating our role as a key player 
in higher education that provides postsecondary skills will change the 
conversation, change our message, and change how others see us. In 
today's diverse workplace, with today's diverse workforce, we must 
celebrate the diversity of our nation's higher education system. When 
doing so, we will grow in size and in service.

What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally? 

When we listen to the stories of our students, we realize that we are the 
bridge to opportunity for so many of our students. The students have 
all gone the extra mile to obtain the skills they need to succeed. They 
are such an inspiration – motivated and focused.

dr. Arthur Keiser
Chancellor and CEO of Keiser University

Given the extraordinary regulatory and political challenges facing 
career education, what improvements/innovations does the sector 
need to implement to remain a leader in higher education?

First, the political challenges are really significant. All of higher 
education is going to face great political challenges coming in the next 
decade. Obviously, the movement is to increase transparency and that is 
going to be a critical part of what we do – having to be more transparent 
in terms of our processes and procedures. Right now, the public does not 
understand that in the recruitment arena we are different than traditional 
higher education. We cannot seek out 18 year olds. Our market is the 
adult learner, someone who is not currently sitting in a classroom at a 
high school. The public has to understand how and why we do what 
we do in the admissions process and to make prospective students 
feel comfortable. It’s not an over-the-top process where we’re forcing 
students to make decisions.

Second, we have to be accountable in the regulatory and political 
environments. We have to increase our accountability in terms of our 
outcomes and processes. We have to be accountable to society that 
students get what they sign up for and that we not only meet expectations 
but exceed them. Then we can demonstrate to the public we are meeting 
and exceeding them. That has to be carefully done, because the results 
can be used in different ways. If we compare placement, retention or 
graduation rates, we all see the same common definition. We have to 
make sure we accommodate those definitions.

Unless we have at least a fighting chance to make sure the data is 
inclusive, explicit and rational, we can always be viewed in a different 
light. We want the same light shined on us as is shined on other sectors. 

The third innovation is more of a partnering effort – working with different 
foundations and organizations for them to understand what we do and 
how we do it. There are some great opportunities to do that, because 
we are flexible and fairly efficient as one organization as opposed to our 
colleagues in traditional higher education. We should take advantage of 
our ability to channel education to meet the needs of the organization.
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Robert L. Martin
President, Imagine America Foundation

How has the Foundation's support of career education evolved?

One of the Imagine America Foundation’s primary tasks is our 
scholarship and award programs. However, we’ve realized that 
we have a larger responsibility. This involves supporting students 
throughout their educational experience, all the way through to 
obtaining a job. We call this our 21st Century Student Services 
Initiative, which is a multi-tiered approach that helps students deal 
with challenges outside the classroom and allows us to address other 
nonacademic retention issues causing students to fail in the past. 

The process still begins with our scholarship award, which has 
provided $75 million in tuition support to career college students 
nationwide since inception. With our new initiatives, we offer 
additional support such as staying on top of their finances (including 
their student loans) with our Financial Planning Made Simple (FPMS) 
video tutorial. According to the survey led by Wonderlic, the FPMS 
video tutorial is already impacting student borrowers. After watching 
the video, 15 percent of career college students strongly agreed that 
they decided to borrow less money for school and 26 percent agreed. 
Overall, the video tutorial received a 41 percent favorable rating in 
encouraging students to borrow more conservatively. 

In March of 2012, to help our colleges and their students, we 
joined forces with Pearson Learning to provide a website dedicated 
to student success. We want to keep these students motivated to 
succeed. The tips will focus on four basic categories: Life Balance, 
Study Skills, Finance and Professionalism. As students apply for an 
Imagine America scholarship or award, they will receive emails with 
tips to keep them motivated to succeed. 

Finally, we are currently working on an “employment portal.” 
I don’t want to give away too many details because the project is 
still in development, but the Foundation will be involved in helping 
students prepare their resumes and cover letters, as well as prepare for 
interviews. We’re tremendously excited to take our service offerings 
to the next level and help students secure a job in a related field.

todd Zipper 
Managing Director, Weld North
Executive Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer,
The Learning House

What innovations have you brought to career education?

To date, most of my innovations are school-centric versus student-
centric. While still at Education Connection, we saw the major 
retention problem, and we started a concept called "Test Drive 
College." We did this before any school announced their "free 
course" or any other similar program. We knew from our days at 
Kaplan University that the students most likely to succeed were ones 
who already demonstrated success online. I believe fairly strongly 
that all students in career education, where there is such a high risk of 
dropping out, should go through some kind of boot camp or extended 
orientation period. Additionally, and this is more of a marketing 
tactic, Education Connection pioneered telephonic transfers. When 
we first started the channel, we had leads converting well above 10 
percent. The benefit to the school is tremendous as it cuts out a lot of 
the heavy lifting of getting a properly qualified student on the phone. 
Furthermore, in joining Learning House, we are really focused 
on student retention and have recently designed a product called 
"College Essentials" which is a self-paced, teaching assistant led set 
of remedial college courses.

What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally?

Career colleges are and should be laser focused on training and 
getting students jobs. When this value proposition is executed 
properly, career colleges become a truly mission-driven business. 
All stakeholders – students, colleges and taxpayers – are aligned. 
Additionally, there is nothing more motivating than seeing a human 
being better off by having gone through an educational process.

Read the complete interviews at 
www.CareerCollegeCentral.com/
Making_An_impact
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Rex Spaulding
President, North American Trade Schools Inc.

Given the extraordinary regulatory and political challenges 
facing career education, what improvements/innovations 
does the sector need to implement to remain a leader in 
higher education?

Partnerships. Our schools need to establish relationships 
with local postsecondary institutions, politicians, businesses, 
community service groups, workforce agencies, media outlets 
and secondary schools. We can best tell our success stories by 
partnering with local groups. Imagine a school so entrenched in a 
community that its absence would be tragic. A school so unfairly 
attacked that its students, graduates and community are outraged. 

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or 
observed in) career education. What led you to recognize 
the need for these innovations? What has been their impact 
on students and higher education?

Our New Castle school has become a critical part of the 
community. The school currently has articulation agreements 
with two state universities and is in discussions with another for 
the delivery of general education classes to our students. A local 
high school has approached us about training high school students 
in the afternoon for credit toward postsecondary education. An 
economic development group located in a city 50 miles away has 
asked us to set up a classroom for training. The city will provide 
the facilities free of charge. Our employer advisory committee 
has more than 50 members and plays an active role in curriculum 
and equipment input, as well as classroom visits. Our school 
leaders attend nearly all local political functions. Our facilities are 
made available for the chamber of commerce, workforce groups, 
round table discussions and town hall meetings. The media has 
become our friend. We have participated in talk shows on both 
television and radio. When local news stories regarding training 
happen, we are part of the discussion. I believe we could rally the 
community on our behalf if necessary.

Cheryl Zapata
President and CEO, Dawn Career Institute

Because of the regulatory and political challenges the career 
education sector is facing, what improvements need to be made 
within the sector?

In the context of regulatory and political challenges, we as a sector – now 
more than ever in history – need to constantly improve our communication 
with policymakers. It is evident in my visits with our congressional members 
and their staff that they are truly interested in serving. However, they need a 
better understanding of the real impact private sector schools, colleges and 
universities have on our communities. We have an extraordinarily effective 
business model and a great story. We just need to have a stronger, louder 
voice.

List new ideas you’ve brought to the career education industry. 
What made you recognize the need for these improvements? What 
has been the result for students?

Dawn Career Institute (DCI) is diligent about relationship engagement. 
We’re always looking for opportunities for our students, whether through 
our Ministry of Caring training agreement, our Wilmington University 
articulation agreement, the annual Mud Run, a community walk event or 
social media. It’s a part of DCI culture. As an organization, our antennae 
are up seeking opportunities to engage our students and graduates in events 
that ultimately develop relationships that lead them to a job, career or 
continuing education. Student success and realization of opportunities is 
the result of our continual engagement.

What quality about career colleges or their students motivates you 
personally?

It is the tenacity of our schools and our students that inspires me. The 
passion for our mission – recently in the face of adversity – which, simply 
put, is changing lives, one student at a time. 
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Jeff Marcus
President, Ed-Impact Consulting

What innovations have you brought to career education?

I am proud of many accomplishments, but my biggest innovation in 
more than 24 years in career education has been the focus on high 
school marketing and admissions programs to help improve student 
quality and graduation rates and to positively impact the 90/10 rule 
as a by-product. For many years, schools described their high school 
recruitment program as attending the local college fair; schools did 
not want to invest in the three years it takes to build a high school 
program. However, a program can be built in increments with 
success at each level. A properly set up program with presenters in 
the classrooms and reps working with families is successful because 
of the rapport built at each stage. Students enroll because of rapport 
and trust, and what better way to start building rapport than one of 
your representatives presenting in the high school classroom. My 
first job in this industry was as an admissions representative doing 
in-home interviews with high school seniors and their families. I 
quickly saw how the rapport built with students, teachers, counselors 
and parents benefited both college and student. High school seniors 
make good students. They are used to being in school, studying and 
taking tests, and they graduate at a higher rate. Students win and the 
college wins by getting higher-quality students and by building long-
term relationships in the high schools that most traditional colleges 
already have. 

What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally?

The impact on people’s lives. Many of the students in career colleges 
choose us because they do better in the hands-on education process, 
and because of that they did not have a history of academic success. 
There is nothing more exciting than seeing a student who started 
school fearful of failure (or success) and uncertain whether the 
sacrifices will be worth it transform into a different person at the end 
of the first term after even a small measure of success. 

gary Lopuchovsky
President, TDDS Technical Institute

In what areas does career education need to improve to 
remain a leader in higher education?

The most difficult challenge in our sector from a regulatory and 
political standpoint is trying to stay ahead of proposed rulemaking. 
It is very difficult to guess the intent of new legislation until guidance 
is given. Most legislation is very general and takes several months, 
or even years in some cases, to comply, grasp and implement. 
Continuing education is a must in this sector because of how fast 
things change. For example, in the last couple of years, sector-
changing regulations concerning ability to benefit testing, gainful 
employment, incentive compensation and program integrity were 
all introduced into the sector. In my opinion, the biggest change 
that needs to occur in the transportation education sector is that 
schools all need minimum standards. Things like behind-the-wheel 
and classroom time should have minimum requirements. Schools 
should be accredited along with curriculum outlines. Requirements 
on completion and placement rates need to be implemented.    

What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally?

We are a small school of 400-600 students a year, and I think one 
of the biggest motivating factors I have is staying involved with our 
students. I take great pride in knowing as many students as possible, 
in some cases both personally and professionally. Getting to know 
the students’ backgrounds and what motivated them to come to this 
school to better their lives helps me find more qualified applicants 
for the sector. Talking with the students also helps things like our 
curricula and making courses more student friendly.

Read the complete interviews at 
www.CareerCollegeCentral.com/
Making_An_impact
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valerie Kindall
Director of Career Services, Online, Pinnacle Career Institute

Given the extraordinary regulatory and political challenges facing 
career education, what improvements/innovations does the 
sector need to implement to remain a leader in higher education?

To remain a leader in higher education, our sector needs to keep the 
public informed on the economic benefits of career colleges. The 
statistics speak for themselves. Considering enrollment, retention 
and placement, dollar-for-dollar our product is a competitive, if not 
better, investment compared to not-for-profit institutions. It gets 
disheartening to see the thousands of success stories achieved through 
career education swept under the rug while the rare complaint finds the 
spotlight. Our sector needs to find its voice and market the message 
of opportunity aggressively across all media platforms. People like 
knowing facts, and the fact is our sector fills an employment gap in our 
economy faster and more effectively than traditional education. An 
educated society is a better society; there is not an argument against 
that regardless of what your political stance may be. 

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed 
in) career education. What led you to recognize the need for 
these innovations? What has been their impact on students 
and higher education?

Innovation is everywhere in our industry! On a personal level, I 
grasped a new way to perform the career services role to have a 
greater impact on our mission. Beyond the traditional supportive role, 
we have transformed ourselves into the students’ link to the working 
world. My team and I dedicated ourselves to becoming subject 
matter experts in every industry in which we train our students. We 
have done so by attending industry conferences, networking with 
influential employers, and staying abreast of industry news and 
hiring trends. We connect this information to every department in 
our organization so that we can continually cultivate industry insight 
into our classrooms. On a higher level, Capstone Education, a 
division of Pinnacle Career Institute, provides a perfect example of 
institutional innovation. By combining resources and working with 
partner schools, we are able to deliver a quality online education 
capped off with an industry-specific boot camp. 

Renee herzing 
President, Herzing University

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed 
in) career education. What led you to recognize the need for 
these innovations? What has been their impact on students and 
higher education?

Key industry innovations of our sector are the career-focused curricula 
with strong employer input; taking education to the student by having 
many small, local campuses in different locations for commuter 
students; and flexible scheduling and delivery methods, which 
include the major educational revolution that online learning has 
created. Herzing was founded on, and continues to develop, the above 
innovations because it is what our students need and we have always 
kept the dialogue open with them about how we can serve them better. 
The impact of these innovations has been a tremendous increase in 
educational access. The door to higher education has been opened 
wide for adult learners, and our country’s economic success depends 
on the revitalization of their workforce skills.
 
What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally?

Our students are all champions of the American dream when you 
think of all the commitments they are juggling and the tremendous 
obstacles some of them have overcame to be successful. Most of our 
students have to work while in school and many have children to 
support and tend to. I am forever inspired by the work-study-parenting 
combination that they manage and how little sleep they function on. 
They believe that through the hard work of bettering themselves, they 
can make life better for their families and their communities. My job 
– all of our jobs – is to prove them right.
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Jim haga
Founder and President, j.t.nicman

What improvements do you think the career education sector 
needs to implement in order to remain a leader in higher 
education, despite extreme regulatory and political difficulties?

This is an exciting time for thought leaders in our industry. Let’s 
put regulatory and political challenges aside for a moment. In my 
opinion, the federal government may not have the resources to 
continue to fund postsecondary education as we know it today. Our 
national debt will likely force a reduction or limit access to grants 
and loans unless this economy roars back. As a result, our clients 
are acquiring training centers to bolster their 90/10 and to serve as 
an enrollment funnel. Others have formed business-to-business/
business-to-consumer (B2B/B2C) divisions and today enjoy an 
$800 cost-per-start. Many are entering into articulation agreements; 
these serve as a revenue funnel to one party while providing a means 
to offset gainful employment and cohort default risk to another. 

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed 
in) career education. What led you to recognize the need for 
these innovations? What has been their impact on students 
and higher education? 

As the CEO for BrightStar Education (2004-2011), my team and I 
realized most annual effectiveness plans, while full of well-meaning 
initiatives, often fail because they focus on the past instead of the 
long-term health of the organization. Even a continual improvement 
model will often embrace a short-term view. This is why we 
implemented a highly innovative approach we titled Critical-to-
Profit (CTP). Regardless of its current performance, each institution 
was required to reach or exceed a specific mark within three years 
and then defend that key metric going forward. We used a Six 
Sigma type of approach and adopted what we felt represented the 
perfect mark for several critical operating metrics – everything from 
the ideal inquiry to start, operating margin, monthly persistence 
rate and the annual placement rate. Consequently, each institution 
began to generate operational excellence quarter over quarter while 
remaining fully aligned with their mission and values. Before long, 
goals which once seemed impossible to achieve became the baseline 
for further improvement. While we generated tremendous results for 
stakeholders, I am very proud of how each institution elevated the 
value proposition for students and graduates.

Rich Schechter
Vice President of Marketing, Medtech

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed in) 
career education. What led you to recognize the need for these 
innovations? What has been their impact on students and higher 
education?
 
From the beginning, we recognized that without the ability to present an 
extraordinary student experience, and if we didn’t weave the fibers of 
regulatory excellence throughout our entire organization, we would not 
survive these difficult times. At Medtech, we took it as a wake-up call 
and a challenge to always do what we say we are going to do and always 
do the right thing. We are expected to deliver on our promises.
 
That said, Medtech has worked diligently to stay ahead of the regulations. 
In the marketing and admissions areas specifically, we believe our role as 
a marketer is to provide a full plate of accurate information that allows 
our potential customers to make an informed choice about whether or 
not they want to do business with us. We have taken great pains to make 
sure all our communication materials provide all the information they will 
need to make informed choices. We also developed an industry-leading 
mystery shopping program that includes mystery shoppers throughout 
every functional area (similar to traditional mystery shopping programs), 
as well as during orientation and the first week of classes. This offers a 
complete and thorough look at the student experience that allows us to 
note anything that may be out of alignment with the way we want to run 
the business and enables us to constantly focus on improving. These are 
just two of the many examples of how Medtech has utilized a customer-
centric decision making model to improve the overall student experience 
while achieving regulatory excellence.
 
What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally?
 
When I see how we change someone’s life by opening the door to an 
extraordinary new future – one in which the hope of something better 
becomes reality – that’s all the inspiration I need. Aside from the 
professional credentials our students take with them upon graduating, 
they leave with a whole new sense of self confidence … and that’s 
priceless.
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Shaun e. McAlmont
President and CEO, Lincoln Educational Services

Describe some of the ways you’ve made an impact in career 
education and how your innovations have impacted students.

Our company has made many innovative strides to produce a win. The 
past two years have offered a great deal of change, and we feel that 
the significant adjustments we made to operate in the new regulatory 
environment were necessary to maintain our stellar regulatory track 
record. Included were changes to our student support methodology 
focused on improving the outcomes of non-traditional and vocationally 
oriented students. We were early adopters of front-end admissions 
limitations for students who did not meet academic and behavioral 
standards, which impeded our growth but did not impede our innovation. 
A selection of the programs we have implemented include:

•  The Lincoln Edge – A multifaceted, early-student engagement 
program tailored to aiding student entry, persistence, placement and 
financial literacy

•  Regulatory Training and Assessment Teams – A specialized team 
focused on the training and ongoing assessment of regulatory standards 
necessary to maintain strong regulatory compliance across a variety of 
agencies

•  Partnerships – A focus on third-party partners and market validation of 
our programs, approaches and effectiveness. Our partnerships are also 
focused on student motivation in recruitment, retention and placement 
opportunities 

The early results are clear. We have seen improvements in our student 
academic performance, persistence and placement rates. Moreover, 
we have strengthened our data management, educational quality and 
partnerships, and we have focused our organization on building America 
through our vocational/technical programs.

What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally?

When people are motivated to call our institutions, their lives can be 
changed in a very short period of time. I am, in turn, motivated by these 
callers. Any person who is willing to go back to school after years to try 
something new and challenge themselves at the same time has taken 
the first step toward a new life. I am also continually motivated by the 
reality of an educational free market which allows every American to 
achieve the dream of an education and career. 

pete Amerio
Director of Digital Media, PlattForm Advertising

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed in) 
career education. What led you to recognize the need for these 
innovations? What has been their impact on students and higher 
education?

It is important for us to understand emerging trends in the way students are 
seeking information about education in an effort to provide solutions that 
continue to evolve with the future student. In the last five years, what we 
have noticed is a fundamental shift in the way students are learning about 
their educational choices and gathering information in their decision-making 
process. Driven by the availability of information on the Internet and the 
proliferation of technology, especially in the mobile realm, the potential 
career college student is doing much more research into their choices for 
education than ever before. While television remains the top way individuals 
learn about our schools, more than ever they are turning to the Internet to 
fulfill their desire for information. This change in student behavior is driving 
education marketers to innovate at a faster pace and develop solutions 
to ensure that their school is providing a cohesive messaging strategy, a 
personalized experience and is positioned at the correct touch points to 
ensure their message resonates with potential students.

To ensure that our clients’ message is heard and we are reaching the right 
audience, we are innovating the way our clients attribute the value of different 
media through new data collection and reporting models. We are helping 
them to capture the increasing demand from mobile users through responsive 
web designs and the seamless integration of mobile-specific marketing into 
their online marketing efforts. We have begun demonstrating the benefit of 
demand-creation media sources, like television and banner advertising, in 
driving lead generation efforts through search engine marketing. Our search 
engine optimization services, along with the search algorithms, continue 
to evolve through more robust content marketing efforts and social media 
monitoring. Being at the forefront of education marketing, we understand 
how emerging media such as online radio and video are working in concert 
with traditional media to play an integral part in developing a unique brand 
story to help our clients stand out in a crowded marketplace. We continue 
to evolve our efforts at marketing individual programs to the most targeted 
audience of potential students.  Through a combination of emerging targeting 
methods, such as search retargeting, along with tried and true methods like 
contextual and geographic targeting, we are able to personalize a message to 
our potential students like never before.
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holly McKenna
Human Resources Manager, Delaware Hospice

What value do students who've graduated from career colleges 
bring to your company/organization? 

The students that Delaware Hospice has hired from Dawn Career 
Institute have been professional, knowledgeable, enthusiastic and 
truly prepared to enter into a new career based on their course 
offerings. We have hired Dawn graduates from the Nursing Assistant 
program, as well as administrative programs. I rely on Dawn Career 
Institute as a top recruiting source for my company.

Why does your company/organization feel it's important to 
support the mission of career colleges such as Dawn Career 
Institute? 

Dawn’s curriculum and use of technology is superb. Most students 
coming into Dawn are looking for education/experience to start a 
new career or advance in their current role. Many students cannot 
afford a four-year university or do not have the time for that. Dawn’s 
programs are shorter, affordable and truly train students well to step 
into their new careers. 

How have the contributions of career college graduates shaped 
the direction of your company/organization? 

The Dawn graduates working at Delaware Hospice have excellent 
work ethic and strive to work hard and do their best in their job with 
us. We can count on them to support our mission.
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dr. Joe pace
The Pacific Institute

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed 
in) career education. What led you to recognize the need for 
these innovations? What has been their impact on students 
and higher education?

Years ago, I became a psychologist and I did my doctoral work in 
an area called persistence – the study of why some humans persist 
and others give up. I thought I could attach that concept to student 
retention. My starting premise was that those of us in career education 
are in the mental health business as well as social service. What I found 
was that if we could put the materials together to give to students, it 
could give them some life skills they may not have, especially those 
life skills for the first generation of students to go to college. I’ve seen 
that idea work for 22 years now.

What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally?

I’ve been involved in the sector since 1969. That’s a long time. The 
one thing that has always motivated me the most is when you see these 
students without models. Many of them are the first in their family 
to go to college. When many of them enroll in a traditional college 
or university, these students have no models. They go to traditional 
schools and get lost in the shuffle. At career colleges, they have what 
I call “intelligent hearts.” Some traditional schools have all this IQ 
intelligence, but they have very little heart. Then there are others that 
can have a big heart and not know how to be a model and a mentor. 
Career colleges by nature have always been caring and do more than 
teach subjects – they change lives.
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Jessica doyen
Dental Assistant, Graduate of Dawn Career Institute

What led you to make the decision to pursue a higher 
education?

I was first enrolled at DelTech, but I didn’t have the flexibility that 
I needed in that dental hygiene program. I made the decision to 
stay in the dental field, but as an assistant. So, I enrolled at Dawn 
Career Institute and I am glad I did.

In what ways did Dawn Career Institute help support you on 
your path to finishing your education?

Of course, the classes were necessary in my understanding of the 
career, but what I found instrumental to my success was the study 
sessions offered for the Dental Assisting National Board (DANB) 
certification test. I am now an X-ray certified dental assistant 
and could not have done it without the help and support of my 
instructors!

How do you feel your life has changed as a result of your 
pursuit of an education?

I am so excited to be in a position to begin a long-lasting career 
with growth potential at the age of 21 instead of being stuck in a 
retail position.

norma Carrier
Billing Manager, Delaware Back Pain and Sports Rehab 

What value do students who have graduated from career 
colleges bring to your company/organization? 

As an employer, the expectation is to be able to hire students that are well 
trained for future employment. The students we have hired from Dawn 
Career Institute have brought tremendous value to our organization. 
They are very well prepared professionally; their skill set and knowledge 
of what is required have given them the ability to immediately get 
acclimated to our workflow.  The support our practice must have from a 
medical assistant/front office support perspective as well as the medical 
claims examiner for the billing department is fulfilled. Our turnover rate 
is extremely low, and the students are now tenured employees.    

Why does your company/organization feel it's important to 
support the mission of career colleges such as Dawn Career 
Institute? 

For the most part, many organizations want experienced applicants in 
order to offer employment. We want to support the mission of career 
colleges because we feel the training is always adequate for what our 
needs are. The students come to us with an eagerness to learn and apply 
their abilities in a live work environment and have proven successful. 
The majority of the support staff are students hired in our practice. The 
opportunities for recognition and advancement are there. 

How have the contributions of career college graduates shaped 
the direction of your company/organization? 

The contributions of Dawn Career Institute graduates have shaped the 
direction of our organization by their continued loyalty and support as 
changes have occurred. Their ideas to assist in the implementation of 
new workflows have been successfully achieved. They are voices to 
the practice owners, management and administration. With the constant 
trends insurance companies put forth, these now tenured, experienced 
graduates have continually contributed to the growth and success of 
our practice.  
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Anthony J. guida Jr.
Senior Vice President, External Affairs, Education Management 
Corporation

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed 
in) career education. What led you to recognize the need for 
these innovations? What has been their impact on students and 
higher education?

Education is an establishment based on trust, and trust begins with 
transparency in the way we do business, especially in how we 
communicate with students. I am proud of the compliance initiatives that 
our company has established and that our employees have embraced. For 
example, student consumer information pages available on the landing 
page on all of our schools’ websites include required and voluntary 
disclosures, such as job placement rates, financial aid facts, tuition and 
housing data, career services information, and more to help students 
become informed consumers. For employees, trust and accountability 
are maintained through mandatory Code of Conduct training, which 
certifies faculty and staff in the areas of compliance, business ethics, 
legal responsibilities, and maintaining a professional work environment.

What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally?

What motives me is the combination of who we serve and what we 
deliver. Many of our students come from an underserved population  – 
career changers, working adults, low-income individuals, minorities 
or being the first in their families to attend college. They are at risk of 
failing to complete their education, but we are able to adapt quickly 
to their needs and to help the students be successful. 

Regardless of our students’ statuses, we give them all the skills, tools 
and confidence they need for a lifetime of success – from preparing 
graduates for their first foray into the business world to helping busy 
professionals broaden their career possibilities. We deliver through 
credentialed faculty, caring staff, financial aid counseling and career 
services, relevant academic programs, and industry-current facilities. 

In fact, because of these attributes, I proudly supported my son’s 
decision to attend The Art Institute of Tennessee – Nashville to earn 
a Bachelor’s degree in Audio Production.

Susan wolford
Managing Director, BMO Capital Markets

Given the extraordinary regulatory and political challenges facing 
career education, what improvements/innovations does the 
sector need to implement to remain a leader in higher education?

The sector needs to implement practices that address the concerns that 
students ultimately focus on, mainly the quality of the job a student 
obtains as a result of their education and the tuition level the student 
had to pay in order to earn the credential that enabled getting that job. 
This translates into having programs that serve in-demand professions, 
providing quality teaching that allows students to learn the skills 
needed to succeed when employed, and offering student services 
as needed to help students graduate from the program. Placement 
services are critical. For the schools to serve a purpose beyond what 
community colleges provide, they should provide the guidance, 
class scheduling and career-building opportunities that community 
colleges typically don’t provide. In doing so in a quantifiable way, the 
differences in tuition levels between community and career colleges 
can be understood and appreciated by the public and the government. 

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed 
in) career education. What led you to recognize the need for 
these innovations? What has been their impact on students 
and higher education?

The innovations we have observed are in the level of student services 
and in online learning. There is much greater emphasis placed on 
career counseling and placement services. We are impressed when 
we learn that a school has as many placement personnel as they have 
in the admissions offices. Much more rigor seems to be exerted in 
understanding and exploring what employers want in the grads they 
seek to employ, and our school clients are actively seeking their input 
in creating relevant curricula to advance their students’ immediate 
impact in the workplace. 
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dr. peter Savo
Vice President of College and University Outreach, Essential 
Knowledge

Given the extraordinary regulatory and political challenges facing 
career education, what improvements/innovations does the 
sector need to implement to remain a leader in higher education?

Without a focus on career and higher education improvements and 
innovation, the entire industry becomes stagnant. Just as stagnation in 
pond water can’t sustain life, stagnation in higher education can’t sustain 
intellectual growth. Using advancements in technology such as online 
education systems acts as a countermeasure against this stagnation. 
Accredited online courses, degree programs and training certificates 
have become bridge-joining innovations and educational improvements. 
Today, because of the advances in online education systems, higher 
education is no longer limited by physical location or time.

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed 
in) career education. What led you to recognize the need for 
these innovations? What has been their impact on students 
and higher education?

Clearly, the online education process is the innovation that has 
taken higher education by storm. This innovation revitalized higher 
education delivery practices and provided opportunities to people 
who previously couldn’t contemplate such an academic journey. My 
experience with this is firsthand, both as a person who has earned 
a quality education online and as a witness to how our military 
community has embraced the process. 

Our military service members now can attend college regardless 
of where their military duties take them. During times of military 
conflict, the online education phenomenon has become a healthy 
distraction for our service members deployed overseas – a distraction 
permitting our nation’s heroes to reflect on a healthy reality removed 
from getting wounded or worse. The online education process is a 
confidence builder, encouraging a service member to come home 
with more than they had when they left. Education is power that once 
earned, cannot be taken away.

denny Spisak
Senior Consultant, Pearson Learning Solutions

What improvements do you think the career education sector 
needs to implement in order to remain a leader in higher 
education, despite extreme regulatory and political difficulties? 

There is a major transformation taking place in education due to 
technology and how the students of today learn, which is very 
different from how I learned. This is our opportunity to differentiate 
ourselves from others in postsecondary education. Learning tools are 
available and technology is in place to allow us to address the learning 
needs and styles of the next generation student. Taking the initiative to 
transform from a broadcast method of teaching to a facilitated learning 
environment will not only provide effective learning for the individual 
student, but also increase our retention rates.

The emphasis on financial literacy is long overdue. Many of our 
students have never had the opportunity to obtain credit. We need to 
place major emphasis on financial responsibility and the consequences 
of financial abuse, and it needs to happen from the moment students 
enter our schools. 

What led you to recognize the need for innovation in career 
education?

There is a major disconnect between how we teach and how students of 
today learn, which in many cases contributes to our dropout rates and 
ineffective learning. By simply rearranging our classrooms, providing 
instructors with skills to become facilitators of learning and utilizing 
existing digital learning tools, we can make our classrooms vibrant, 
exciting and effective havens of learning. As businesses, as well as 
educational institutions, we can do this quicker than our counterparts 
in postsecondary education and can differentiate ourselves in a positive 
manner. The cost will be minimal – especially when you consider how 
much the bottom line will be saved by keeping a handful of students 
who otherwise may have dropped out of school. 
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Rep. John Kline 
Republican, 2nd Minnesota Congressional District

Given the extraordinary regulatory and political challenges facing 
career education, what improvements/innovations does the 
sector need to implement to remain a leader in higher education?

In these tough economic times, many Americans are eager for opportunities 
to gain new skills that will help them compete for job openings. Career 
colleges offer a wide variety of students the chance to take classes and gain 
the education necessary to succeed in the workforce and in life. To ensure 
students have access to the most relevant coursework and training, career 
colleges must continue to strengthen relationships with local leaders and 
area businesses. Institutions must constantly strive to update curricula and 
develop new programs that correlate with the needs of the local economy. 

In the last couple of years, career colleges have been unfairly targeted by 
punitive federal mandates that drag down the whole sector in the name 
of weeding out a few bad apples. While my Republican colleagues and 
I continue to fight this regulatory overreach in Congress, we also need 
career colleges to self-police. If institutions follow the law and act in the 
best interests of students and taxpayers, we can quiet the call for federal 
intervention.

What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally?

Career colleges are unique in serving a broad swath of students – from 
veterans returning to school after serving our country and parents 
interested in rejoining the workforce to adults eager for new career 
opportunities. The stories I hear from these students are inspiring; they 
are working tirelessly to get the training and education they need for 
success regardless of circumstances, and they are always overwhelmingly 
appreciative of the knowledge and experience they gain in school. The 
determination, passion and resourcefulness of these students motivates 
me to continue working to ensure career colleges have the flexibility and 
support necessary to continue offering innovative programs and training 
to Americans nationwide.

dr. Scott fitzgibbon
Founder, Fitzgibbon and Associates Inc.

Given the extraordinary regulatory and political challenges 
facing career education, what improvements/innovations does 
the sector need to implement to remain a leader in higher 
education?

Most politicians are not products of career education. It seems 
hard for them to support that which they do not know. We need to 
become more innovative at telling our story to better educate the 
political leaders who make the decisions that affect our students. The 
infrastructure of this country is supported greatly through the careers 
by which our industry trains. Numerous graduates from our sector are 
leading productive, contributive lives directly related to the education 
they have received. We need many more of them to tell their story of 
support, compassion, and understanding by caring faculty and staff 
that gave them an opportunity – an educational opportunity which has 
directly lead to the life they are now leading. It is extremely powerful 
when we hear about the life-changing effect that our education has 
had on many of our students and their families.

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed 
in) career education. What led you to recognize the need for 
these innovations? What has been their impact on students and 
higher education?

In conjunction with The Pacific Institute and Dr. Joe Pace, we have 
had the privilege to help implement both the Thought Patterns for a 
Successful Career and PX2 curriculum to more than 1 million students 
in the career college sector. This curriculum is designed to help 
students release their potential through understanding how the mind 
works and applying that information toward their own education. 
Through directly affecting the growth of their habits, attitudes, beliefs 
and other EQ skill sets, they release potential to solve life’s challenges 
while attending school; thus, they develop their soft and hard skill 
capacities. Career colleges have always done a fabulous job training 
individuals in the technical skills necessary to create the careers 
they desire. We hope that through the delivery and customization of 
The Pacific Institute curriculum, we help our students develop the 
soft skill sets that not only keep them on course to complete their 
education, but also deliver on approximately 80 percent of the skills 
that employers most want from our graduates.  
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bill Clary
President and CEO, Elite Consultants Inc.

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed 
in) career education. What led you to recognize the need for 
these innovations? What has been their impact on students 
and higher education?   

Our company has made many innovative strides to produce a win-
win-win result for the career college school, staff and student. 
Schools need these services to ensure compliance obligations are 
met with a bonus of further developing professionals that understand 
admissions protocol.    
The result of each of these innovative services has and will continue 
to provide a positive and powerful advantage for schools, staff 
and student. Schools are protected. Staff is trained and aware. And 
students are set up for success.

What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally?
 
I grew up an athlete and coach, passionate about always moving 
forward to improve my game and inspire those players around 
me to perform up to their abilities. I have always been intrigued 
by the various aspects of reaching athletic excellence. These 
qualities translated well into an admissions career.  I discovered 
that representing a school and a program I believed in could help a 
prospective student uncover the need and motivational purpose that 
drives them. Seeing that student become a successful graduate and 
begin their career was just as fulfilling as winning the big game. I 
found my niche. 

Originally, as an admissions representative, I was driven to empower 
that student to find their way. Now, the purpose behind what 
motivates me is to “pass my wisdom and experience forward” and 
empower admissions professionals to raise their level of play. I love 
being part of the solution for more student success stories.

tim foster
Chairman and CEO, YTI Career Institute – York

Please explain the innovations you’ve brought to (or observed in) 
career education. What led you to recognize the need for these 
innovations? What has been their impact on students and higher 
education?

At our schools, two innovations come to mind. The first is an online 
training course administered to the majority of our staff. The course 
empowers admissions, financial aid and career services staff to achieve 
transparency in a practical, everyday manner through exposure to real-
world scenarios. Yes, the course spells out federal, state and accreditor 
regulations pertaining to communications with prospective students, 
and it details the consequences of violation. But our real objective is 
transparency for the sake of trust. Another innovation is our “tour 
tablets.” As we all know, when you are offering, say, seven programs on a 
campus, there’s a great deal of disclosure and representation information 
that needs to be accessible during an interview or tour. We are placing 
that information on a digital tablet that must be carried by anyone 
(including me) conducting an interview or giving a tour. The tablets 
are recorded and the audio can be accessed in real time or recovered 
from a hard drive. The training material we generate is excellent, and the 
technology allows our internal audit team to review tours and interviews 
(including financial aid) after the fact. We anticipate this will allow us to 
phase out secret shopping, a process with unavoidable human failings.   

What quality about career colleges or their students motivates 
you personally? 

It’s tough not to sound clichéd when answering a question about 
personal motivation in career education. When you make a living 
supporting people who are changing their lives, you become spoiled. 
There’s nothing else quite like it. As I walk through the halls of a 
well-run campus, I can literally feel the buzz, the collaboration, the 
community, the rising tide of self-esteem that fills the space. I don’t get 
to do it enough. It usually takes me an hour to calm down after I climb 
back into the car.
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kevin�kuzma

By�kevin�kuzma,�Editor

one 
voice. As a sector facing its most 
daunting and threatening challenges 
ever, it’s never been more important to 

speak as one. Together.

This edition of Career College Central is a special one in that the 
following section represents the union of two important voices 
in higher education: those of career education’s preeminent 
membership organization, the Association of Private Sector 
Colleges and Universities, and the sector’s news organization, 
Career College Central.

The cover of our magazine has always carried a statement about 
“voice.” Since our first issue in 2006, we have provided a source 
of information, action, perspective, communication and education 
specific to those involved in career-oriented education. In many 
ways, we have managed to become what our tagline suggests – 
the definitive voice of the career college sector of education. What 
we always admired about The Link was its strong voice on Capitol 
Hill and with regulatory matters.

For years, APSCU also offered career college executives a vital 
print-based resource that provided an in-depth look at the most 
critical issues and trends in the sector. When our editorial staff 
received word that APSCU’s flagship magazine, The Link, was no 
longer going to be published, we were disappointed to lose what 
we have always valued as important voice in our sector. So, we 
set out to form a partnership that will allow The Link to live on – a 
paper-in-hand format that educators and executives in our sector 
could continue to appreciate, called The Link.

We believe continuing The Link’s legacy is preserving one of the 
most important connections for what is happening on the Hill and 
in regard to the most critical issues influencing the sector.

Beginning with this edition, The Link will serve as a platform for 
the announcements, opinions and accomplishments of APSCU, its 
supporters, and its allied members. Within these pages, APSCU’s 
voice, mission and vision will shine, and the sector as a whole 
will be given access to the efforts of the association on the most 
critical issues and trends in the sector.

Given the challenges of today … we feel the timing couldn’t be 
better. Two voices speaking as one.

Career College Central�
and�The Link

one
voiCe

Kevin Kuzma is Editor of Career College Central. 
His feature writing, essays and short stories have 
appeared in The Kansas City Star, Urban Times, 
Review, Ink Magazine and Present Magazine. He can 
be contacted at kevink@careercollegecentral.com.
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By�Steve�Gunderson,�President�and�CEO,�
APSCU

Throughout my professional career, I’ve always told people that 
I reject the traditional political labels. I’m not a conservative. 
I’m not a liberal. Rather, call me a futurist. My voice and my 
vision always focus on framing the future.

As a policymaker, I first struggled with the economic transitions 
caused by the decline of America’s family farm and the exit of 
unskilled manufacturing jobs to other countries. In recent years, 
I’ve dealt with declining public resources – and innovation – 
amidst a growing global economy that prevents isolated and 
easy answers to our workforce challenges.

In this context, the opportunity to lead the Association of Private 
Sector Colleges and Universities (APSCU) is a gift. I can’t think 
of any other place where one can have greater impact on the 
lives of so many people.

Our task is clear, if not easy – we must prepare for the job ahead. 
First, we must take seriously the responsibility given to us by 
more than 3 million students per year. They have cast their 
futures, professional careers and family’s success in our hands. 
Private sector colleges and universities must use our focused and 
flexible delivery of postsecondary education to empower them. 
This sector is known for its ability to quickly change and respond 
to shifting market demands for new skills. We set the pace. We 
know where the current skill gaps exist in our labor market. We 
must fill them. We can identify emerging skill demands and meet 
them. Our students and our nation’s economy demand no less. 

But we cannot just focus on the individual student. We must also 
prepare our schools and our sector for the job ahead. Studies 
project between 8 and 23 million additional workers must have 
some level of postsecondary education over the decade ahead. 
At a time when public sector resources are being capped or cut 
and access to traditional postsecondary schools is being closed, 
we have both a moral and an economic imperative to respond. 

pRepARing 
foR the 
Job AheAd

Unless our sector grows in size and service, a generation of students 
will be denied the skills that can provide them the steps to a better life.

Being less than six months into my leadership role at APSCU, 
I’m probably the newest member of this sector. But, I’m already 
recognizing the importance of change. The reauthorization of the 
Higher Education Act will define the federal role for the decade 
ahead. We have both an opportunity and an obligation to help mold 
this law in ways that best serve our nation. Our sector must lift up the 
clarion call for a new era of access with accountability. We must use 
our best research, our most creative thinking and our professional 
skills to craft recommendations that enable America to meet the 
needs of greater postsecondary access in an era of deficit reduction. 
Difficult? Of course! But our nation’s future, our students’ futures, 
and yes – our sector’s future – demand we meet this test.

We are entering a new era of public-private partnerships where 
private sector education must provide the innovation while 
leveraging new financial resources. We are entering a new era 
where career education is not and cannot be an American concept. 
Today’s workplace is a global workplace; today’s economy is 
a global economy. We are entering a new era where technology 
will redefine the delivery of education. Our sector has led this 
transformation, but there can be no doubt that the future will bring 
even greater change.

In this, our first insert in Career College Central, we submit the 
theme of “Preparing for the Job Ahead.” We lift up a diverse set 
of voices focused on this common theme. Our individual work is 
focused on the success of every student. Our collective work is 
focused on the growing responsibility, and growing opportunity, 
for our sector.

We can preserve the past and be destined to inconsequential history. 
Or, we can frame the future and create new opportunity. Let us 
prepare for the job ahead!

Former Rep. Steve Gunderson, R-Wisc., is President and CEO of 
the Association of Private Sector Colleges and Universities
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In today’s world, in order to 
compete in a global economy, 
we must have a highly skilled 
workforce at all levels of the 
economic spectrum. In order 
for our economy to grow, 
postsecondary education is not a 
luxury, it is a must. 

Business owners – those who 
understand an inclusive approach 
to higher education is best for 
students and Florida's economic 

prosperity – work closely with the institution in an effort to ensure 
students gain a competitive edge as they enter the workforce. In 
order for America’s economy to work, we must provide equal 
access to all students, traditional and non-traditional alike. 

Over the past 30 years, private sector colleges and universities 
have made extraordinary changes to transform the face of career-
oriented education. Thirty years ago, career-oriented schools 
tended to have short-term, nondegree programs of a secretarial, 
trade or technical nature. Most schools had very limited missions 
that were purely vocational. Many institutions now offer degrees 
from Associate to doctoral levels in industries such as nursing and 
information technology. 

America is fighting to maintain and develop a highly trained 
workforce that can compete in the global marketplace. Keiser 
University and other schools like it educate almost 3 million students 
nationwide, providing access to a high-quality education as well 
as offering opportunities and opening doors for motivated people 
of diverse backgrounds and socioeconomic circumstances. But, 
unfortunately, these private sector schools have recently come under 
attack and been singled out, which is contradictory to our President’s 
goal of increasing access to higher education for more Americans. 

The priority of our government must be to ensure students have the 
upward social mobility provided by education. Private colleges and 
universities provide choices, convenience and, most importantly, 
access to the knowledge, tools and resources necessary to gain a 
meaningful career and contribute to society. Institutions such as 
Keiser University not only change lives, they make us better as a 
nation by strengthening our workforce with well-qualified, hard-
working and specialized individuals.

Arthur Keiser, Ph.D., is Chancellor of Keiser University. Dr. Keiser is currently 
serving his second term as a Board Member of the National Advisory Committee 
on Institutional Quality and Integrity (NACIQI). He has also served as President 
of the Florida Association of Postsecondary Schools and Colleges (FAPSC) and 
is currently serving as Chairman on the Board of Directors of the Association of 
Private Sector Colleges and Universities (APSCU). 
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By�Arthur�keiser,�Ph.D.,�APSCU�Chairman�and�
Chancellor�of�keiser�University

In 1977, Arthur Keiser and Evelyn Keiser founded the Keiser 
School, later renamed Keiser University, in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 
guided by the vision they would one day leave a lasting educational 
legacy to the state of Florida and our nation. The mission of the 
university was to provide career-focused education and prepare 
graduates for employment, and their “students first” philosophy 
remains unchanged. 

Today, Keiser University offers an accessible education to nearly 
18,000 students internationally, online and across 15 campuses 
statewide. They understand the needs of working adult students. 
With flexible class schedules – offered days, evenings and 24/7 
online – students are given options, enabling them to sustain the 
responsibilities of everyday life. And small class sizes and real-
world application methods offer a personal, hands-on learning 
experience other universities simply do not provide. 

The faculty and staff at Keiser University are better credentialed 
and have much stronger academic preparation than ever before. The 
sector has matured and changed to meet the needs of the increasingly 
complex society in which we live. 

Keiser attributes much of its success and the achievements of its 
students to the employees who believe preparing students for 
rewarding careers in a growing and competitive workforce is a 
mission worth achieving year after year, student after student. 

The top priority of educators should be to prepare students for the 
jobs ahead in the 21st-century workplace. This includes preparing 
them with solid academics and technical skills in their field of 
study, including additional training to advance their marketability, 
allowing students to compete and succeed in the workforce.

Therefore, Keiser feels they owe students a rigorous educational 
environment and, more importantly, students must hold themselves 
accountable to learn and thrive in that setting.

LetteR 
fRoM the 
ChAiRMAn
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By�Rep.�Virginia�Foxx,�R-N.C.

Many parents and students have watched, with a mix of 
astonishment and dread, the cost of a college education 
skyrocket. Recent studies show college tuition rose nearly 440 
percent between 1982 and 2007, and half of all families in a 
BankRate.com survey said they can’t afford it. For many, the 
cost of top-ranked schools is a fantasy as only 20 out of the top 
100 colleges are public, state-funded universities. Yet, according 
to the College Board, even tuition at public institutions has risen 
72 percent since 2001.

The rising cost of higher education is a burden for struggling 
families trying to make ends meet. While Congress debates what 
to do about our nation’s debt, millions of parents and students 
are faced with tough kitchen table decisions about how to pay for 
college. The average college graduate leaves campus with more 
than $25,000 in debt, and 35 percent of graduates believe they’ll 
never be able to pay it back.

It doesn’t have to be this way. We need solutions to higher 
education’s increasing costs that promote innovation, rely on 
choice and truly reduce the cost of college without further adding 
to the national debt. 

Congress should be focused on promoting increased transparency 
and accountability while reducing federal government 
intervention so that the public has the information they need to 
make responsible decisions. As we have seen many times before, 
onerous federal regulations always come with a price, and that 
price is paid by taxpayers, students and parents.

it’S About 
ChoiCe And 
AffoRdAbiLitY

MeMbeRS of 
CongReSS – 
ChAMpionS on 
the hiLL
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It is also time to take a comprehensive view of the problems 
facing our nation’s higher education system and to eliminate 
burdensome federal regulations. Cost is what concerns America’s 
families – and it is cost that denies the dreams and aspirations 
of millions of talented high school graduates. While there are 
legislators who want greater access to higher education for our 
young people, too many are misguided by a big government 
philosophy.
 
The federal government’s role in higher education started 
out with good intentions. However, what we are now seeing 
is that with money comes intervention in the form of control 
and burdensome regulations. And who pays those compliance 
costs? Unfortunately, the consequences of federal involvement 
are increased expenses for institutions. The costs are passed to 
students and parents who then seek increased federal monetary 
assistance, creating a vicious cycle of more funding, more federal 
control and back to more funding.

Academic freedom is a cherished tradition, and that is why I 
introduced H.R. 2117: Protecting Academic Freedom in Higher 
Education Act. This legislation passed the House with bipartisan 
support in February and is awaiting consideration in the Senate. 
H.R. 2117 will repeal two new and unnecessary regulations – 
the state authorization and a federal definition of a credit hour. 
Higher education has thrived in the United States for 300 years 
without heavy-handed federal involvement. While the Obama 
administration rails about the increasing cost of higher education, 
it is imposing additional costs through totally unnecessary 
regulations.

Many of my colleagues believe that throwing more and more 
money at a problem is the way to fix it. However, in that process, 
they are restricting student choice and increasing federal 
regulations. We are watching this play out in the move to vilify  
the more than 2,000 private sector or for-profit colleges and 
universities in the country that serve approximately a quarter of 
the student population. 

Few countries can compete with the wide array of higher 
education institutions and programs available in the United 
States. To that end, we should encourage the growth and 
affordability of schools that educate students in the skills that 
will help them excel in today's economy while providing them 
with an educational base that encourages lifelong learning. 

Students need a broad range of choices that lower the burden 
on their family’s bank account. Colleges and universities should 
focus on meeting the academic demands of education instead 
of focusing on meeting the demands of the social aspects of 
higher education. The old model of a residential college for 18- 
to 23-year-olds is long gone. We need viable solutions for 21st-
century students. Continuing to provide choice and diversity 
in learning modes and environments is necessary to prepare 
students for today’s and tomorrow's workforce.

Education has been a hallmark of upward mobility for 
generations, providing opportunities for every American 
regardless of background. That is why access and choice are 
extremely important.  We cannot allow rising costs and zealous 
federal regulations to threaten our children’s future. Therefore, 
it is imperative we build a higher education landscape that 
provides choice and diversity in learning environments, but also 
offers families the affordability they need.

Rep. Virginia Foxx represents North Carolina’s 5th Congressional District and 
is Chair of the House Subcommittee on Higher Education and Workforce 
Training.

   WE NEED SOLUTIONS 
TO HIGHER 
EDUCATION’S 
INCREASING COSTS 
THAT PROMOTE 
INNOVATION, RELY ON 
CHOICE AND TRULY 
REDUCE THE COST OF 
COLLEGE WITHOUT 
FURTHER ADDING TO 
THE NATIONAL DEBT.
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By�Rep.�Carolyn�McCarthy,�D-N.Y.

In my 15 years of serving the residents of New York’s 4th 
Congressional District, I’ve seen firsthand the many benefits of 
options in higher education. These options present opportunities 
for so many young men and women who, at one time or another in 
their lives, believed certain goals were unobtainable. 

Options fuel the ambitions of nearly 70,000 students in my 
district who are enrolled in institutions of higher learning, from 
conventional colleges to private sector colleges and universities 
(PSCUs). In fact, more than 5 percent of those individuals who 
are working on a degree right now attend PSCUs, a detail we 
shouldn’t ignore. It warrants the careful attention of lawmakers 
on all levels. 

And, it’s quite personal to me, having been a nurse for more 
than 30 years. I’ve seen how vocational training can have a truly 
positive impact on a person’s life. I can understand from that 
experience how these types of institutions can bring knowledge, 
essential skills and careers to so many diverse communities. That 
will translate into not only more nurses, but also other critical 
roles in society such as teachers, dentists, mechanics, construction 
workers and many others. 

If you didn’t notice, many of these professions are the backbone 
of our national infrastructure. 

This is one big reason career colleges are essential, especially in 
smaller communities similar to those I represent in the 4th district. 
They help create jobs for teachers who educate our children in 
these communities. They also offer students, many of whom must 
work full- and part-time jobs while schooling, the flexibility to 
stay close to home rather than moving to a nearby big city and 
losing precious time in a long commute. 

Because many in our society are still wedded to popular images 
of residential colleges complete with dorms, large grassy quads 
and March Madness teams competing for a Final Four spot, 

CongReSS 
MuSt be 
SMARt About 
how it SAveS 
higheR 
eduCAtion

MeMbeRS of 
CongReSS – 
ChAMpionS 
on the hiLL
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policymakers are missing a very important point when debating 
the future of higher learning. Students in the 21st century have 
different needs and goals than what they had 30 years ago when 
I was training to become a nurse. Therefore, it is absolutely 
essential that we ensure the presence of a wide array of options 
for a growing pool of students with multiple demands. 

Contrary to popular opinion, there are many students who 
cannot afford, will not get accepted to or may not want to 
attend a top-tier university that costs $60,000 a year. It is also a 
reality that many of these schools either fail to or are unwilling 
to provide programs for many of those essential infrastructure 
professions that keep our society moving. Many students 
attend institutions that meet a specific need or a specific 
set of personal goals, such as career colleges. In fact, those 
institutions account for more than 12 percent of the nation’s 
entire college student population. 

The one-size-fits-all approach is not sustainable. All of our 
institutions of higher learning must be seated at the table in this 
important discussion, just like all students should have access 
to a wide variety of educational opportunities. No one is saying 
that a career college is right for everyone – just as we can 
accept that a traditional, four-year public or private university 
isn’t right for everyone and cannot serve every student’s needs. 

It’s not just accommodating the individual tastes or choices 
of our students, but it is also a matter of how we prepare 
ourselves for a new century and an increasingly competitive, 
diverse global economy. This is why I fought hard in 2007 to 
add language to the Trade Adjustment Act Reauthorization bill 
which allowed career schools to educate Trade Adjustment 
Assistance (TAA) workers. And in 2008, I successfully included 
a provision in the Higher Education Act reauthorization that 
allowed for-profit nursing schools to participate in the Federal 
Family Education Loan program. 

Rep. Carolyn McCarthy represents New York’s 4th Congressional District 
and is a senior member on the House Committee on Education and the 
Workforce.

That fight continues. Last year, I supported retaining language 
in the new TAA Community Colleges program that would allow 
career colleges to access federal funding and I fought to end the 
Department of Education’s misguided gainful employment rule. 

Career colleges also provide a model of affordability that is 
crucial for millions of students and families who just can’t afford 
a college education. Gone are the days of the conventional 
college model, as many students are faced with the burden of 
high tuition bills crushing their financial futures. This problem is 
even more pronounced during the recession, as fewer graduates 
are able to secure work in a marketplace with fewer jobs. 

We must face the reality of a changing economy that is 
fundamentally different from the one for which traditional 
colleges were designed. Investing in higher education is an 
important goal we in Congress must strive for.  But, we must 
also apply a sense of urgency to the crisis that encourages a view 
toward creative solutions. Higher learning is, undoubtedly, the 
key to long-term economic success and a solid middle class for 
America.  Let’s make sure we’re smart about the way we save it.

 I’VE SEEN HOW VOCATIONAL TRAINING 
CAN HAVE A TRULY POSITIVE IMPACT 
ON A PERSON’S LIFE.
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An�interview�with�Alexander�Garrido

In 2001, Alexander Garrido joined the United States Navy and 
his tours of duty in service of our nation took him to Latvia, Spain, 
Estonia, Lithuania, Sri Lanka, Iraq and Kuwait. While enlisted, he took 
advantage of the Navy’s General Educational Development (GED) 
program and was trained in carpentry, also working in the masonry and 
construction fields. 

After honorably serving in the Navy for six years, Alexander was 
medically discharged in 2007. The disabled vet returned to his home 
in Miami, Fla., physically unable to work as a carpenter. Regardless, 
he was eager to obtain the new skills needed to pursue a rewarding 
career, provide for his family and continue to serve his country in a 
new capacity. 

His girlfriend, a teacher in the area, encouraged him to come up with 
a game plan. 

What was Alexander looking for and what did he need to succeed as 
a civilian? With a full-time job and a family to look after, he needed 
access, choices, and a flexible and adaptable program that could 
expedite his transition from soldier to civilian career man.

After assembling a game plan and receiving a little encouragement 
from his girlfriend, Alexander arrived at Keiser University.

As a former soldier, he decided a degree in criminal justice would build 
upon his military training and help position him for a career with the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), his ultimate goal. 

Traditional higher education did not best suit Alexander’s needs. A 
private sector school was most attuned to his life as a veteran, much like 
other non-traditional students who have had significant life experiences 
prior to seeking higher education. The private sector school offered him 
options to access training for his specific path. The enhanced education 
provided by Keiser, like other private sector colleges and universities, 
makes the difference to people such as Alexander who seek successful 
and rewarding careers. 

foCuS And 
diSCipLine: 
A Student 
StoRY

As a full-time student, Alexander attends classes Mondays, Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 6:30 to 10:30 in the evening. With the focus and discipline 
instilled in him as a soldier, he balances school and work by utilizing the 
school’s facilities and resources on Wednesdays and Fridays to stay on top 
of his studies while maintaining full-time employment. This flexibility also 
allows him to accomplish other goals while obtaining a specialized degree.

Career-oriented institutions do a better job of meeting the special interests 
and requirements of active duty and veteran students. And for someone 
who knows exactly what he wants, this is by far the best option. 

Alexander views his time at Keiser as an incredibly rewarding opportunity. 
And, after graduating from Keiser in September 2013, he will enter the 
workforce fully trained and prepared for any challenge that may lie ahead. 

Alexander represents the best of America, and with a degree specifically 
tailored to his career interest his goal of working for the DHS is certainly 
attainable. 

Keiser is devoted to providing access to a quality education for those who 
have honorably served their nation. The institution is dedicated to helping 
our men and women in uniform, and their families, make a smooth and 
successful transition into civilian life. 

For more than 30 years, Keiser has worked closely with Florida communities 
and local businesses to offer a specialized educational experience. 

Keiser understands the needs of working adult students. With their flexible 
class scheduling – offering morning, afternoon, evening and convenient 
online classes – students are given options that enable them to sustain 
the responsibilities of everyday life. Small class sizes and real-world 
application methods offer a personal, hands-on learning experience other 
universities simply cannot match. 

Keiser University is accessible and convenient. With campuses throughout 
Florida and classes offered online, they are one of the state’s largest, 
independent, career-oriented universities, enrolling more than 18,000 
students seeking doctoral, Master’s, Bachelor’s and Associate degrees in 
more than 70 programs. Their main campus is located in Fort Lauderdale, 
but Keiser has additional campuses in Daytona Beach, Fort Myers, 
Jacksonville, Lakeland, Melbourne, Miami, Orlando, Pembroke Pines, 
Sarasota, Tallahassee, Tampa and West Palm Beach. 

For students like Alexander, the flexibility and specificity offered by a 
private sector school was the obvious choice.
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By�Bob�Wright,�Owner,�Wright�Automotive�Group

As the employer of approximately 350 workers, I have come 
to rely on private sector colleges and universities to train future 
employees and present a pool of qualified applicants who will be 
successful at my company. 
 
My experience as an owner of a small business, Wright Automotive 
in western Pennsylvania, speaks to the importance of career 
colleges and universities. I count on these schools to educate the 
individuals who will help my company grow and prosper. 
 
Over the past several years, I have fostered a strong relationship 
with Rosedale Technical Institute, a career college just 25 minutes 
away from my facility. These past three years, I have hired 32 
graduates from this institution alone. Private sector colleges have 
only sprung up over the past decade, so I expect them to turn out 
qualified potential applicants with increasing regularity.
 
We have a long-standing relationship with Rosedale. The school 
has a state-of-the-art facility where students learn in a hands-on 
manner how to do the jobs Wright Automotive demands. Most 
importantly, its curriculum matches the skills needed to succeed 
at my company.
 
Rosedale not only prepares students for a successful career, but 
it also helps them land their first job through a robust career 
services process. Toward the end of a student’s final year, I have 
the opportunity to meet and build relationships with them. The 
students know about Wright Automotive, and we know about 
them before the official application process even begins. 
 
The skills that students develop at Rosedale get them in the door at 
Wright Automotive, but their ability and work ethic dictate future 
opportunities to grow with the company.
 

buiLding 
StRong 
ReLAtionShipS: 
An eMpLoYeR'S StoRY

Many of the students who have come up the ranks of Wright 
Automotive are kids who otherwise would not have had the 
opportunity to attend college. Their circumstances – financial 
limitations or lack of family support – prevented them from going 
to a traditional institution. They are motivated individuals who are 
trying to make something of their lives and have real abilities that 
might not be nurtured without the help of career colleges.

Working in the automotive industry requires technical knowledge 
that traditional colleges simply do not teach. Career colleges impart 
these skills to their students and they do so in a timely, affordable 
manner. 

These schools impart valuable skills that, paired with flexible 
scheduling, allow folks who are juggling families or a part-time job 
the chance at a college degree. Whether it is a technician, a body 
man or a salesperson, there are always going to be jobs available in 
this industry. 

But future workers need to have access to the education they need 
to learn the necessary skills. Instead of hampering career colleges 
and universities with burdensome regulations that might cut 
back financial aid opportunities, the government should ensure 
prospective students have the resources they need to advance their 
careers. 

The students at career colleges and universities are motivated and 
smart. They are taught the real-world skills that can land them 
sustainable careers. As an employer, I can attest to the fact that private 
sector colleges and universities play an important role in getting 
Americans back to work. Congress should offer these schools praise 
for their efforts in creating a new generation of skilled workers.

Bob Wright is the owner of Wright Automotive Group and was recently named 
APSCU’s 2012 Regional Employer of the Year. 
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By�Michelle�kosalka,�Professor,�Herzing�University

vALue And benefit:
one eduCAtoR’S StoRY

P O W E R E D  B Y

Over the past year, elected officials in Washington have gone after 
career colleges by advancing proposals that would make it harder for 
students to stay in these schools and, in some cases, even force them to 
close their doors.

As a professor at Herzing University, I have witnessed firsthand 
the value and benefits that students at career colleges receive from 
attending. If critics in Congress would take a minute to see what I see on 
a daily basis, they would reconsider their efforts to target career schools 
and instead work to expand the role of career colleges in educating 
a 21st-century workforce capable of competing in a global economy.

Career colleges fill an important niche in educating students who do 
not have the flexibility to earn a more conventional college education. 
For these students, online courses like those offered at Herzing allow 
individuals to tailor their coursework to their unique circumstances, 
enabling them to balance families and jobs.

Many of my students are returning veterans who are often older, have 
families and may not have the time to enroll in a traditional higher 
education program. Schools like Herzing are essential for helping 
these veterans apply the skills they learned in the military to the private 
sector. 

One student in particular comes to mind. A veteran, having recently 
returned from a deployment overseas, was trying to develop new skills 
to prepare him for a career at home while adjusting to civilian life. 
The flexible, nurturing, yet rigorous online course training he received 
helped him manage a difficult transition and build the confidence he 
needed to succeed in the private sector workforce. 

 When members of Congress unjustly criticize career colleges, they limit 
the ability of degree seekers to choose what kind of college program 
is best for them and make it harder for them to acquire the skills they 
need for the modern-day workforce. At a time when finding a job is so 
difficult for students, making it a greater challenge for students to gain 
marketable skills at their own pace is counterproductive.

Before I began teaching in the online environment, I viewed online 
learning with some skepticism. It often seemed that students and 
faculty alike thought that this form of education required less effort and 
was less valid than a traditional education.

Michelle Kosalka teaches English at Herzing University. She is the recipient of 
the Association of Private Sector Colleges and Universities 2011 Teacher of the 
Year award. She is currently a doctoral candidate at the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee.

But my experience has shown me that online learning is dynamic 
in ways that traditional education is not. In my role as an Academic 
Program Chair at Herzing, I have worked to improve the levels of 
interaction between students and teachers, as well as between fellow 
members of the faculty. 

We encourage critical thinking and teamwork among students even in 
this virtual medium, similar in many ways to the type of communication 
skills they will need to utilize when they begin their careers. And despite 
the physical distance between students and professors in online course 
programs, there is still a strong sense of community among peers that 
nurtures confidence and personal growth. 

The flexibility offered by the online format provides students with the 
time they need to truly digest and reflect on the material before they are 
asked to formulate their thoughts. This often produces a more nuanced 
discussion than I have seen in a traditional classroom setting.

As an English professor, I am able to teach my students how to see 
the world through an analytical lens. Using synchronous tools like 
Elluminate and Blackboard Collaborate, I can offer students personal 
instruction on terms that better fit their needs. This dynamic form 
of educating has proven especially fruitful for those with different 
learning styles. 

While I have no doubt that members of Congress and other elected 
leaders have good intentions when it comes to higher education policies, 
I can say for certain that they have not seen what I have seen. If they 
had, they would be encouraging this vital sector of higher education.
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Pearson.
 We’re on a mission.Yours.
At Pearson, our mission is to provide your  
institution with a customized solution strategy  
for every step of  the student’s lifecycle. 

From enrolling and assuring a learner’s potential 
for program persistence through placement, we  
have the ability to support you like no other  
partner. And that is why we are happy to bring 
you the return of  THE LINK, Powered by Pearson.

ANNOUNCING
Pearson has partnered with APSCU and Career 
College Central as the exclusive sponsor of   
APSCU’s The LINK.

Through sponsoring The LINK, Pearson is proud 
to play a part in your mission to improve lives and 
advance careers through education.

For more information, contact  
plscareer@pearson.com. 
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APSCUPAC Facts

PRIOR APPROVAL EXPLANATION

Mission Statement

APSCUPAC is the federally registered, nonpartisan political action committee of APSCU. The PAC 
allows eligible APSCU member employees to pool personal, voluntary financial contributions to 
support candidates seeking elective office at the Federal level. These candidates advocate and pursue 
government policies that promote career education and an equal playing field for career college 
students and institutions, as well as those who understand the importance of our postsecondary 
education policy agenda and our role in educating the 21st Century Workforce.

Why does APSCU have a PAC?

APSCUPAC allows employees of APSCU member organizations to pool voluntary contributions to 
help elect candidates who support a legislative and regulatory climate favorable to post-secondary 
education. Through APSCUPAC, we play an ongoing, proactive role in public policy, rather than 
constantly reacting to bad legislation and regulations. As a leader in our sector and the education 
community, it’s critical that we be engaged and have a robust, effective PAC.

What are the PAC’s contribution criteria?

The PAC Committee considers the following criteria when selecting candidates for APSCUPAC support:
•   Voting record or stated position on issues of interest to our students and sector.
•   Leadership position and committee assignments.
•   Represents a facility or academic institution.
•   Understanding of the issues and concerns relevant to our students and sector.
•   Active present or past supporter of our students and our sectors’ causes.
•   Competitive race and candidate's financial needs.
•   Reputation of integrity and character.

Who decides where the PAC money goes?

The PAC is governed by a set of bylaws 
and supervised by a diverse PAC 
Committee. PAC contributions are 
determined by a collaborative effort 
involving the APSCU government 
relations team and the PAC committee. 

What percentage of my 
contribution actually goes 
toward candidates? 

100% of your PAC contribution goes to 
support Federal candidates for office. 
Federal law permits associations like 
ours to establish and support political 
action committees. APSCU pays PAC 
administrative and operating costs. 
 

What is Prior Approval?

Before an eligible member of APSCU is able to be solicited for PAC membership, each company’s key 
contact must complete a “Prior Approval Authorization” form. This is the form whereby a corporation 
indicates a specified group of stockholders, executives, and administrative personnel who are 
allowed to be solicited by APSCUPAC for contributions for a specified period of time. APSCUPAC must 
be in receipt of this form prior to soliciting and accepting contributions from you or your employees.

On the reverse is a sample invitation for members eligible to contribute to APSCUPAC. We are 
required by federal law to obtain your permission before asking you to join APSCUPAC or informing 
you about any PAC activities. Please take a moment to complete and sign this form next to each year 
for which you would like to provide authorization, and return the form to APSCU. This will permit 
APSCUPAC to solicit personal contributions from you and other executives and personnel who are 
employed by your company within your restricted class and interested in APSCU’s efforts during the 
federal election cycle. You may grant prior approval to only one trade association per calendar year, 
and the individual who signs this form must be the main contact with APSCU.

Giving APSCUPAC your prior authorization does not obligate you or anyone in your company to 
make a financial commitment.  It simply gives you, and any eligible employees you designate in your 
company, the opportunity to learn more about APSCUPAC and to make a choice whether or not to 
support it financially.

Why APSCUPAC?

APSCUPAC was formed to help make our sector a strong player in the political process.  Its mission is 
to educate candidates and lawmakers about our sector and its unique concerns and interests and to 
provide financial support to the campaigns of Federal candidates who share our views on the issues 
affecting our students, our schools and our sector as a whole.  

How Can You Participate in APSCUPAC?

As a key representative of your company, you can give APSCUPAC the power to work effectively for 
our students and our sector.  In order to do this on your behalf, APSCUPAC must obtain your consent 
via your written authorization.  Please take a moment to sign our Prior Approval Form.  You can access 
the form online at www.apscupac.org or on the reverse side of this card.  

Questions?

Please contact Robbe Bendick at (202) 503-6846 or  
robbe.bendick@apscu.org to learn more about APSCUPAC.

 

Special Notice to CEOs and Key Contacts to APSCU
Please consider authorizing your employees to join APSCUPAC today!
As a member of APSCUPAC you are given the opportunity to attend private, invitation-only 
events, receive special newsletters and announcements, exposure to political information on 
our sector and the chance to mix and mingle with the sector’s leadership.
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APSCU PRIOR APPROVAL FORM
Federal election law requires trade associations such as APSCU to obtain the prior approval of member 
companies in order to solicit contributions to the APSCUPAC. I understand that by signing this form it 
does not obligate me or others indicated below to contribute. It just helps the APSCUPAC conform to 
the law.

WHO MAY APSCUPAC CONTACT? I hereby grant permission for APSCUPAC 
to solicit the following executive and administrative personnel and 
stockholders of my company. (Only one authorization for is needed per 
company). Please attach a list of anyone additional.

NAME/TITLE ____________________NAME/TITLE ________________________

NAME/TITLE ____________________NAME/TITLE ________________________

NAME/TITLE ____________________NAME/TITLE ________________________

ST
EP

 1

Please PROVIDE CONTACT INFORMATION for the person submitting this 
form. Please print.

NAME ____________________________   TITLE ___________________________

SIGNATURE ________________________________________________________

COMPANY NAME ________________________ ___________________________

ADDRESS _________________________________________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP ____________________________________________________

TELEPHONE _________________________  FAX __________________________

EMAIL ____________________________________________________________

ST
EP

 2

PLEASE INITIAL YEARS for which you are providing prior approval:

2011 ___________________  2014___________________ 

2012 ___________________  2015 ___________________

2013 ___________________  2016 ___________________ST
EP

 3

Disclaimer: You may only grant permission to one trade association per year to solicit your employees. This Prior Approval 
Form grants that permission to APSCUPAC.

Please consider authorizing your employees to join APSCUPAC today!
As a member of APSCUPAC you are given the opportunity to attend private, invitation-only events, 
receive special newsletters and announcements, exposure to political information on our sector and 
the chance to mix and mingle with the sector’s leadership.

PLEASE RETURN FORM TO:  ATTN: ROBBE BENDICK
robbe.bendick@apscu.org  |  Tel: (202) 503-6846  |  Fax: (866) 363-2181
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 900  |  Washington, DC 20036-4346 
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Diagnosis &
Assessment

Compliance &
Accreditation

Revenue/
Enrollment

Growth

Cost Savings

Retention

Program
Quality/

Consistency

Gainful
Employment

All signs point to Gainful Employment. 
We’re here to help your students get there.

Curriculum Assistance  |  Retention Strategies  |  Online Assessments 
Tracking “Time on Task” | Workforce Education  |  Career & College Readiness Tools

McGraw-Hill Connect®  |  LearnSmart™  |  ALEKS®  |  SimNet™  |  McGraw-Hill Create™
eBooks  |  Online Course Content  | McGraw-Hill Campus Library™ 

For more information, contact your McGraw-Hill Sales Representative or email: learning_solutions@mcgraw-hill.com
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Stop by and visit with FAME at The APSCU Annual Conference. 

FAME’s Advantage student information system is a highly 
con�gurable solution to maintaining your business 
operations and academic processes simultaneously across 
all departments.

Providing a web based platform with secure 24/7 access to:
     Accept and Track Lead Data from Multiple Sources
     On-line Enrollment and Student 
     Communications through the Student Portal
     Robust Analytics for Critical Decisions and 
     Reporting Requirements
     Predictable Revenue Recognition and Cash Flow
     Timely Updates to Meet the Frequently  
     Changing Federal Guidelines
 
FAME is uniquely quali�ed to combine the latest 
technology with over 31 years of industry experience as the 
leading expert on regulatory compliance; coupled with our 
knowledgeable, professional support personnel and 
a�ordable pricing places Advantage as the chosen SIS 
application for a wide range of Career Colleges.

Let FAME Secure Your Title IV Funds & Ensure Your School’s Sustainability 

info@fameinc.com | www.fameinc.com
Tel: 800.327.5772 | 954.772.5883 Fax: 954.772.6257
6451 N Federal Hwy, Ste 501 | Ft Lauderdale, FL 33308-1488
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michele�wilson�and�shane�reeder

iS 
eveRYbodY 

dAnCing?
Bringing�together�
the�sectors�of�higher�
education�to�allow�all�
types�of�students�to�thrive

By�Michele�Wilson�and�Shane�Reeder,�
Stevens-Henager�College

our junior high school dances, like those 
of many peers who came of age in 
the early ’70s, took place in a well-
lit gymnasium in the afternoon of 

what was otherwise a typical school day. That setting was consciously 
contrived by administrators in order to nip in the bud any romantic 
opportunity that might blossom at school. We students exaggerated the 
romance-chilling effect by standing girls on one wall and boys on the 
other, separated by the 50-foot width of the gym. 

Even though the chances of an intimate interlude were clearly 
nonexistent, every young man and woman still went to each dance 
with the bright eagerness that this time would be different. It never 
was. For the first 57 minutes of the hour-long dance, we stood fixed to 
our respective walls and listened as the songs played at a ratio of one 
slow dance for every five fast dances. It wasn’t until the vice principal 
announced the last dance that there was any interaction across gender 
lines. Then, for that last dance, it was a mad scramble. But for true 
love, it was too little, too late. 

In many ways, the interactions between colleges and universities – 
public and private, not-for-profit and for-profit, traditional and online, 
regionally accredited and nationally accredited – are a lot like junior 
high school dances. There is little meaningful interaction across those 
lines. Outside of academe, this reluctance to interact and collaborate 
probably appears just as foolish as early teen behavior seems to us 
now. 

Unlike the last few minutes of a junior high school dance, however, 
current interaction between all of the institutions comprising the fabric 
of higher education is not too little, nor too late. After all, it is our 
common goal to educate. 
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social�media

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines the word “educate” as 
meaning “to train by formal instruction and supervised practice 
especially in a skill, trade or profession.” Despite this simple definition 
of a common goal, we don’t collaborate well. Consequently, we 
continue to see nonequilibrium in the demand and supply of scholars 
and a trained workforce. 

So, the next questions become not only, “Where do we start?” but 
also, “How does each sector of higher education fit into the full fabric 
of higher education?” There is no instruction manual on how this 
process should start, and until recently this conversation went largely 
ignored, often resorting to unfortunate rhetoric when referring to our 
higher educational cousins. We as individual institutions don’t really 
suffer because of this disconnect – students do. 

Looking across our national landscape, we are starting to see many 
institutions that recognize this disconnect and are now reaching across 
sector lines to start a more meaningful dialogue. Some of these initial 
conversations are being driven by national and state goals, such as 
President Obama’s 2020 goal that every 25- to 34-year-old have 
some postsecondary education, which is being adopted in various 
efforts across the United States. It is also driven by the dichotomy 
of continual high unemployment in some employment sectors and 
unfilled jobs in other sectors. Companies need us to work together 
so they can thrive. Robert Cialdini, author of Influence: Science and 
Practice, writes, “Cooperation not only leads to greater liking, but to 
greater group success.” We agree.
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In order to drive this dialogue in Idaho, Stevens-Henager College 
began what we hope will be a continued series of cross-sector 
meetings and discussions looking at how we can work together to 
address the needs of local businesses and grow the Idaho economy. 
We set the meeting along the theme of our junior high school dance 
experiences and called it, “Is Everybody Dancing?” Initially, we 
were not sure if anyone other than Stevens-Henager College would 
show up. After all, this kind of cross-sector meeting has never 
occurred here before. 

Because the topic struck a common chord, everyone showed up 
and we were able to get representation from all sectors of higher 
education in Idaho. The participants included a local community 
college; a state university; a private, non-profit university; several 
for-profit colleges and universities; local and state government, 
including the departments of Labor and Commerce; both local and 
national chambers of commerce; a few non-profit organizations 
who have higher education initiatives built into their missions; 
and a handful of local businesses and employers who had much 
to say about the relationship between higher education and the 
skilled workforce that they need. After sizing each other up, we 
realized we were actually “dancing,” and we liked it. It felt good to 
be working together. We quickly agreed to continue the discussion 
and set another meeting for spring.

There are pockets of budding collaboration similar to our group 
spreading across the United States. For instance, Pennsylvania 
Governor Tom Corbett’s Advisory Commission on Postsecondary 
Education, in conjunction with appointing local businesses and 
other invested parties, has appointed both public and for-profit 
higher education representatives to sit on the commission. Another 
school that is reaching across the dance floor, Rasmussen College 
in Minnesota, spoke recently about their “collaboration with 
community colleges, filling in job-training gaps.”

“ we may be starting 
to outgrow the 
challenges, 
stereotypes and 
biases that have 
kept the various 
sectors of higher 
education from 
fully collaborating 
with each other.”

For our part, the “Is Everybody Dancing?” round table has created 
a good foundation for concrete relationships between businesses, 
government and higher education systems in Idaho. Already, 
discussions about transferability of credit and increased access to 
education in all sectors of higher education have begun in our state. 
Just as we outgrew the fear and trepidation that kept us from 
dancing at our junior high school dances, we may be starting to 
outgrow the challenges, stereotypes and biases that have kept the 
various sectors of higher education from fully collaborating with 
each other. So, the next time you are in a room with a member of 
your local higher education community, ask them, “Would you like 
to dance?”

Michele M. Wilson came to higher education after 
25 years working in the international business 
community. With more than 15 years of experience 
operating two companies, she has extensive 
experience in working with firms both foreign and 
domestic. In her current role as the Director of 
Outreach for College America Services for Stevens-
Henager College, she manages outreach for some 20 
locations, creating interest and advocacy in for-profit 
higher education. She may be reached via email at 
michele.wilson@stevenshenager.edu.

Shane Reeder migrated to higher education after 
running a successful law practice for 18 years in 
Portland, Ore. He is currently Regional Director of 
Idaho for Stevens-Henager College, overseeing four 
locations across southern Idaho. He may be reached 
via email at shane.reeder@stevenshenager.edu.
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We are a Higher Education Services Company helping schools with  

leadership & admissions training, mystery shopping, 

multi-faceted touch point recruitment strategies,  

applicant retention, consulting and marketing

1-888-652-7942 // www.mpactgroupinc.com

@MPACTGroupInc mpactgroupinc.wordpress.com thempactgroup

Your best choice for Admission Services and Solutions!! 

Protective Services   
Mystery Phone Shopping 
Service Includes:
• Audio Recording
• Call Transcription
• Expert Critique of the Call
Mystery Interview Shopping 
Service Includes:  
•  DVD  

(Audio/Video of the Interview)
• Expert Interview Critique
• Shopper Summary 

Admission Solutions    
• On-Site Training
• Consulting
• Online Training  
• Manuals & Materials
•  Compliance 

Assessments
• Regional Workshops
• Stategic Planning

800.754.3064
results@eliteconsultants.net
www.eliteconsultants.net
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shawn�whisenhant

Ready for the
Shift to tighter
placement Scrutiny?

Greater scrutiny is being 
placed on verification 
standards when 
reporting to accrediting 
agencies

By Shawn Whisenhant, President and CEO, 
Placement Verifiers

while the requirements vary for each accrediting agency, 
all career colleges are required to provide some level of 
annual placement verification. Although the standard is 
set by the accreditors, the current verification process 

is mostly self-managed and self-reported by career colleges. It’s an 
acceptable process today, though many leaders in the sector anticipate 
that the self-regulation of placement reporting will soon come under 
greater scrutiny that could eventually lead to new regulations and 
stricter standards. 
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In recent years, the government and accreditors have been taking 
a close look at the for-profit education sector mainly due to the 
amount of Title IV funding the sector receives. The recent gainful 
employment rules are evidence of the higher standards being placed 
on career schools to ensure graduates benefit from their education. 
With some of the recent headlines regarding placement fraud, the 
days of self-reporting might soon come to an end. What this will 
mean exactly is left to be seen, and some are not waiting. There are 
many actions career colleges can take to ensure the information in 
their annual placement reports is indisputable, such as: 

   •  Graduating the best-qualified and best-prepared students by 
ensuring curricula meets employers' standards and expectations

   •  Ensuring all graduate contact information is stored in a database
   •  Establishing strong relationships with employers to gain first 

priority for students when a job opening arises
   •  Conducting internal audits of placement information to ensure the 

data is complete and accurate

Many of these actions are probably already in place at your school. 
But how well are you executing?

proactive approach to the shift
Some schools are taking an additional, proactive approach by using 
a third party to complete the verification process. Having a third 
party review placement information addresses the current flaws of 
the self-reporting process. Placement verification means placement 
data is audited to ensure accuracy and integrity when it comes time to 
report. Similar to a financial audit, audited placement data provides 
an unbiased validation that the information provided is complete and 
accurate. And again, similar to a financial audit, audited placement 
data provides peace of mind to all stakeholders – operators, 
accreditors and investors.

One school that has adopted this innovative practice is Atlanta-based 
Medtech.

“At Medtech, we look for genuine transparency in regulatory outcomes 
and in creating an authentic distinction around regulatory excellence 
while meeting the myriad of regulatory requirements,” said Medtech 
President and CEO John Hopkins. “We recognized the need to be 
proactive with an independent service, such as Placement Verifiers, 
who provides the highest level of job placement verification.” 

The benefits of using a third party for verifying placement data are 
numerous, including:
   •  Increased reliability and credibility of information reported to 

accreditors
   • Reduced risk of inaccurate or fraudulent information
   •    Improved quality of data on graduates and employment trends

 Some third-party verification companies provide additional value-
added services, such as: 

   •  Conducting employer surveys to understand what schools can do to 
strengthen relationships with employers

   •  Inquiring about employers' future placement needs to assist schools 
with finding job opportunities for current graduates

   •  Gathering feedback from employers on the quality and preparedness 
of graduates to help schools identify potential programmatic 
changes 

“Placement Verifiers is also our partner because they collect data 
regarding placement, employment trends, employer satisfaction with 
our graduates and more,” Hopkins said. “Data is analyzed specific to 
our business and, in turn, allows us to modify processes to meet the 
needs of graduates and prospective employers.”

will you be ready?
As the regulatory requirements continue to change and get tighter, will 
you be ready? Now is the time to take another look at your current 
placement verification process and make the necessary changes to 
ensure your school will be able to continue to provide the highest 
quality placement information. When you are confident in the 
information you report to your accreditor, you will be able to sleep 
well at night. In addition to the more common approaches, a third-
party verification company is a viable solution that will provide you a 
much higher level of confidence.

with some of the recent 
headlines regarding 
placement fraud, the days 
of self-reporting might 
soon come to an end.

Shawn Whisenhant is President and CEO 
of Placement Verifiers, based in Atlanta, Ga. 
The consulting company was created to be a 
partner to the career education sector. Contact 
Shawn at 678.310.3251.
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California’s 
Community 
College Clash  
         and turn

kelly�duffy

Too much demand, 
too little funding 
undermines 
community colleges 
in the Golden State

By Kelly Duffy, Contributing Writer
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two separate reports recently focused on the crisis in 
California’s community colleges and reached very 
different conclusions. One suggested more of the same 
to fix the problem. The other pointed to proprietary 

schools as a model for the solution.

With little disagreement, the problem in California community 
colleges can be boiled down to too much demand and too 
little funding. Class shortages have come about thanks to an 
overburdened state college and university system that forces 
students back to community colleges in droves. Even with more 
than 100 community college campuses across the state, the system 
can’t meet the demand. Two-year programs have become four-year 
waiting games as students fight for classes. Many students simply 
give up and leave.

The Center for the Future of Higher Education focused on this topic 
in its first policy report, “Closing the Door, Increasing the Gap: Who's 
not going to (community) college?” While the report was meant 
as an examination of community colleges nationwide, California 
served as the magnified example for the overall problem. Respected 
educator Dr. Gary Rhoades wrote the executive summary. The 
report recommends schools publicize how many students are being 
cut out and how classes are being rationed to students. It suggests 
this will help meet the bigger goal of more “public investment” and 
an “inclusive” and “affordable higher education.”  

A couple of years ago, Kaplan University struck a landmark 
agreement with California’s community colleges to allow students 
to take some courses online through Kaplan. The deal fell through 
when the University of California and California State University 
systems refused to accept transfer credit for Kaplan’s courses. At 
the time, Kaplan expressed disappointment in the shortsightedness 
of the decision, but even so expressed a willingness to “… continue 
to foster relationships with California community colleges and to 
look for innovative ways to help students meet their academic and 
career goals.” 

The plan was intended in part to offer students at the state's 
community colleges a way to take courses that might have been 
canceled or overcrowded because of state budget cuts. But some 
faculty were concerned about getting entangled with a career 
college. Even with a discount, Kaplan planned to charge students 
$646 for a three-credit class, compared with $78 at a community 
college.

Jane Patton, an instructor at Mission College in Santa Clara who 
was President of the Academic Senate for California Community 
Colleges at the time, released a statement praising the cancellation. 
"We have been concerned about potential negative effects on 
students – particularly the fact that Kaplan courses could not later 
be carried with them to other universities," she said.
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Younger opinions:
What do classroom journalists think about 
California focusing more on career colleges 
rather than traditional schools? 

“The old mantra of going to college after high school 
to obtain a decent career is horrifically outdated. 
Trade education, however, can be accomplished 
quickly and at a fraction of the cost.”

Zachary Senn, Sophomore, home-schooled

“I don't think California should put emphasis on either 
of them. It just depends on what you want to learn. 
Trade and career education is more fitted to certain 
types of jobs; however, colleges and universities are 
also more fitted to certain types of jobs. It all comes 
down to what job field you want to go into, so there 
shouldn't be an emphasis on either of them.”

Rose Sellman, Eighth Grader, 
Connecting Waters Charter School

“I feel like California should put equal emphasis on 
both types of schools. Everyone has his or her own 
niche, and by putting equal emphasis California will 
be supporting every hopeful student.”

Pauline Cepeda, Sophomore, Pitman High School

“Emphasis on trade and career education would be 
more beneficial. This is because it is usually more 
flexible and it focuses specifically on a person's 
career choice. It can allow for work and study at the 
same time. One can also save money and time in 
comparison to that of a traditional university.”

Martin Cepeda, Eighth Grader, 
Sacred Heart School, Turlock

Kelly Duffy is a seven-time Emmy Award-
winning investigative reporter, producer and 
news manager. Contact Kelly at  
kellyd@careercollegecentral.com.

Three years later, the crisis in California’s public higher education 
system has only intensified, marked now by Occupy protests and 
the infamous pepper spray incident at UC Davis where a campus 
officer took aim at kneeling protestors. In the public sector, fees 
have gone up, choices have gone down, and the Kaplan deal is 
still dead. 

A recent op-ed piece in the Los Angeles Times adds to the 
discussion of the community college problem, pointing out that 
one-third of California community colleges graduate less than 
20% of their students. The piece was written by Mark Schneider, 
a visiting scholar at the American Enterprise Institute for Public 
Policy Research and Vice President at the American Institutes for 
Research, and Lu Michelle Yin, an economist and a researcher 
at the American Institutes for Research. The researchers based 
the graduation problem on research that also calculated the 
taxpayer cost to the problem. Their solution is far different than 
the CFHE report: Yin and Schneider said, “Take a look at how 
well proprietary schools do it.” 

…  for-profit 
institutions 
embody a host 
of ideas that 
community 
colleges should 
emulate ... ”

The American Institutes for Research

Their piece reads: “ … for-profit institutions embody a host of 
ideas that community colleges should emulate ... Many for-profit 
colleges are leading the way in developing innovative online 
learning platforms and redefining an approach to curriculum 
development and faculty training to encourage uniformity in 
instruction across multiple sites and instructors. Faculty at the 
best for-profit institutions are evaluated on the basis of their 
students' learning outcomes, and promotion and salary decisions 
are based in part on these metrics. Graduation rates at two-year,  
for-profit institutions are almost three times higher than at public 
community colleges …”

California still grapples with the solution, but if lawmakers and 
school administrators need direction they might want to ask 
the next generation in line for higher education. In April, the 
Modesto Bee posed its Question of the Week on the topic of 
higher education. They asked if the state should focus more on 
trade schools and career colleges or traditional universities and 
colleges. The answers came from young, classroom journalists. 
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FRUSTRATED 
WITH YOUR  

STUDENT  
INFORMATION 

SYSTEM?

Visit TopSchool in booth 601  
at the APSCU Convention.

www.topschoolinc.com

See what TopSchool has to offer:

	Cloud-based architecture means no  
 software to maintain or upgrade

	Simple interface is easy for staff to  
 learn and use

	Flexible solution adapts to your  
 business processes

	Intuitive system enables you to 
 quickly capture and export data
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Join more than 1,500 of your peers in Las Vegas, Nev., on 
June 20-22 at the Association of Private Sector Colleges and 
Universities (APSCU) 2012 Annual Convention and Expo.

The APSCU convention is the single largest annual event for the career 
college sector. This year’s theme is “Working Proud.” Find solutions 
to the toughest challenges in the higher education sector, weigh in on 
strategic ideas and innovations, and mingle with proven leaders. 

Hosted in Las Vegas in even-numbered years, APSCU is no stranger 
to the Vegas scene. The last time APSCU was in Vegas was 2010. At 
that time, CEOs, owners, presidents, deans and emerging leaders were 
pondering the impending Department of Education regulations. This 
year, many of these same individuals will be in Vegas to brainstorm 
how to adapt to the implemented regulations. 

The event will include more than 60 breakout sessions ranging across 
10 educational tracks. Topics will cover admissions, compliance/
financial aid, education, career services, faculty development, education 
technology, operations, student services and research. Each session 
will feature a highly accredited speaker. Among the highly anticipated 
breakout sessions are presentations on building a successful admissions 
program, preparing for new interaction platforms like smartphones and 
tablets, exploring the future of accreditation, and delivering programs 
that drive career success.

The newly created Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has changed 
the game for education.  The APSCU convention will give insight on 
how this new era of regulation will influence the sector and allow time 
for a question and answer session.  

ASSoCiAtion of pRivAte 
SeCtoR CoLLegeS And 
univeRSitieS 2012 AnnuAL 
Convention And expo
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The entertainment this year is Creedence Clearwater Revisited, presented 
by Underground Elephant. Underground Elephant is a marketing 
technology company that innovates by performance-based research. The 
proceeds from the event will go toward scholarship programs provided 
by the Imagine America Foundation, as well as the Foundation’s future 
research projects. 

This year’s convention is held at the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino, 
one of Las Vegas’ finest venues. The hotel offers plenty of features to 
keep its guests busy. Mandalay Bay offers a unique fitness center, a 
bathhouse with spa treatments, golf and the Shark Reef Aquarium.

Among the resort’s most treasured features is Mandalay Bay Beach. 
More than 2,500 tons of real sand on 11 acres provide the perfect place to 
relax. Other amenities include a lazy river, a wave pool, three swimming 
pools and a jogging track. If you plan on spending the day there, cabanas, 
daybeds, bungalows and villas can be rented. Finally, Vegas wouldn’t be 
Vegas if there wasn’t a casino nearby at all times. Mandalay Bay boasts 
the Beachside Casino just a few feet from the water, as well as the main 
casino in the hotel. If you’re a guest of the hotel, you can use a taxi to 
travel to and from the airport. 

The exhibition is held in Mandalay Bay’s Convention Center. The hours 
are:
June 20: 5-7:30 PM
June 21: 7:15-8:15 AM; 11:30 AM – 7:00 PM
June 22: 8:15-9:45 AM

The hall will include food, drinks and networking opportunities to help 
benefit your experience. This is the perfect place to share ideas and 
thoughts with other great minds.

george w. bush – Sharing Knowledge

Not only is the APSCU convention sticking with the Vegas theme, 
but there is also a presidential theme. Two years ago, the convention’s 
keynote speaker presented what was called the “most substantial guest 
speaking presentation in CCA Convention history.” This year, that 
honor goes to George W. Bush.

George W. Bush, 43rd President of the United States of America 
and Founder of the George W. Bush Foundation, will be the keynote 
speaker at the convention. He led the country through 9/11 and served 
for two terms. During his two terms, he promoted many policies, 
including healthcare, education and Social Security reform. He signed 
into law the No Child Left Behind Act, the Partial-Birth Abortion Ban 
Act, the Patriot Act and Medicare reform. 

During his tenure, education was at the top of Bush’s priority list. 
When creating the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLBA), he believed 
that every child had the capability to learn and that schools should be 
held accountable. The goal of this program was to have every child 
ready for college after high school graduation. Along with NCLBA, 
he created the Alliance to Reform Education Leadership and Middle 
School Matters.

Bush will speak on Friday, June 22, from 11:30 AM to 1:30 PM and 
share the George W. Bush Foundation's findings on the advancement 
of knowledge. 

Additional speaker Michelle A. Rhee is an education reformer, 
Founder and CEO of Students First, and former Chancellor of District 
of Columbia public schools.

Check out vegas
Vegas can be enjoyed from a simple walk down the strip, but why not plan 
ahead. There are hundreds of top-notch restaurants, hip bars and live shows 
that should not be missed. 

After the APSCU event, plenty of dinner options are available to appease 
any craving. Hard Rock Café, Red Velvet Café, Planet Hollywood, CUT 
at The Palazzo, House of Blues, Harley Davidson Café and Picasso at the 
Bellagio are just a few of the famous eateries. The city’s entertainment 
options are almost too numerous to list in full. The overhead light show at 
the Fremont Street Experience downtown shouldn't be missed. And, it’s free 
entertainment – what could be better than that? The show is world famous 
and includes more than 12 million lights and 550,000 watts of sound. If 
you’re not into the glitzy lights, Dig This, a recreational heavy equipment 
playground, might be the place for you. There are many attractions, including 
the Bellagio Fountains, the Mob Museum, the Treasure Island Pirate Battle 
and, of course, there’s always a casino any direction you turn.

And if you’re looking for a place to wind down or to pump you up for the 
next day of events, there are a variety of lounges and other establishments 
to choose from. Vegas’ featured bars are Brand Lounge at Monte Carlo, 
Coyote Ugly at New York-New York, Gold Boutique Nightclub at Aria and 
Revolution at the Mirage.
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TRAINING�FOR�PERFORMANCE
Dr. Amir Moghadam is the Founder and CEO of MaxKnowledge, the 
leading employee training company for the career college sector of 
higher education. He has more than 20 years of experience in career 
education, serving in many capacities including Professor, Director 
of Education, Academic Dean, Director of Student Affairs, Campus 

typically well informed on most areas of regulatory compliance, the 
staff members who interact with students on a daily basis are only 
vaguely familiar with the compliance regulations that govern their 
ongoing interactions with students. John referred to this issue as the 
“regulatory knowledge gap,” and felt that MaxKnowledge could 
provide the avenue for all school employees in his state to learn and 
understand their individual responsibility for regulatory compliance. 
I was truly excited to support the compliance journey in Ohio by 
providing ongoing training and continuing education opportunities 
for all school employees.

Today, MaxKnowledge has a series of required and recommended 
compliance courses for Ohio school employees and we continue to 
build additional courses every year. And, the compliance journey has 
been much more interesting and enjoyable than I had expected. My 
professional relationship with John has afforded me the opportunity 
to come to know a remarkable individual who truly believes in our 
sector of education and goes out of his way to help enhance the 
performance and quality of his state institutions. Although a major 
responsibility of his agency is to address student complaints and 
resolve compliance problems, John and his team have a focus on the 
bigger picture to help prevent compliance issues through effective 
communication and training.

What has additionally impressed me about John is that he volunteers 
his personal time writing and facilitating compliance courses. And, 
through his efforts with MaxKnowledge, he was instrumental in 
creating a scholarship program for Ohio students offered through the 
Ohio Association of Career Colleges and Schools (OACCS). 

I am truly amazed about John’s sincerity and level of dedication 
to our sector. His visionary work goes beyond compliance and is 
impacting the lives of thousands of students. 

Some time ago at an accrediting agency conference, a 
session panelist shared a powerful opinion that really 
resonated with me. “Accreditation is a not a status, it 
is an activity.” This simply means that accreditation 

is an ongoing quality improvement process – a continual 
institutional activity that ensures the success of the organization 
and the students it serves. Likewise, I believe maintaining 
regulatory compliance is not only a result but a journey for each 
individual institution and its staff. This journey requires ongoing 
communication and training with each employee.

At MaxKnowledge, we’ve had the honor of collaborating with 
many state regulatory agencies to help address common areas of 
noncompliance through specific online training programs. Given 
the theme of this particular edition of Career College Central, 
I wanted to devote my column to John Ware, a state agency 
executive that I truly admire and respect. John is the Executive 
Director of the Ohio State Board of Career Colleges and 
Schools. He also currently serves as the President of the National 
Association of State Administrators and Supervisors of Private 
Schools (NASASPS).

I met John eight years ago at a NASASPS conference. When John 
learned about my company’s mission, he was quick to share his 
vision and ideas with me. John explained that the existence of 
a regulatory structure and even multiple levels of a regulatory 
compliance process are not sufficient if the individuals who are 
ultimately responsible for compliance are not fully aware of the 
relevant regulatory requirements.

His experience in investigating complaints and resolving 
problems had made it clear to him that many compliance problems 
result from a lack of understanding and exposure to regulations. 
He had discovered that although school administrators are 

Director and College President/Owner. Moghadam earned his Ph.D. in 
Engineering from the University of Cambridge at the age of 22. He is 
a recognized leader in career education and has been selected as a 
Top Innovator by Career College Central. Moghadam can be reached at 
amirm@maxknowledge.com.

beYond 
CoMpLiAnCe
ThE ViSiOnary WOrK Of a lEaDinG STaTE aGEnCy ExECuTiVE 

MoghAdAM
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book�review

Dave�kerpen’s�Likeable Social Media�is�a�
can’t-live-without�guide�to�telling�your�story

iS YouR SoCiAL 
MediA LiKeAbLe?

As 

it turns out, social media isn’t all about witty cats, 
innocent puppies and sarcastic babies. So, what is 
social media all about? As they say in the corporate 
world, it’s not about what you know, it’s about who 

you know, and social media is all about who you know. It is the word-of-
mouth marketing and recommendations of past decades. Using social media 
takes practice, and Likeable Social Media is essentially the manual. This book 
is written for people who want to create a social media plan that works.

The chapter titles of this book explain half of everything there is to know about 
social media. Within the chapters, each idea is expressed plainly and simply 
for all to understand. A degree in marketing, advertising or public relations 
is not necessary to understand this book. Not only is the book user-friendly, 
but it is chock-full of analogies to really help the reader get it. According to 
Kerpen, social media is like a diamond, a cocktail party, talking to a child, a 
mobile food truck and an improv show. 

To put it in a nutshell, Kerpen instructs readers to “Listen carefully, be 
transparent, be responsive, be authentic, tell great stories – the qualities that 
would make you the hotshot at the party. They'll make your organization a 
likable one on social networks.” 

Most of the information Kerpen provides seems like common sense, but 
common sense is not so common. Whether you are a Fortune 500 business or 
a mom-and-pop store, the social media recipe is the same. 

Not only does Kerpen talk the talk, but he certainly walks the walk. He is 
present all over the Web on social networks and is the Cofounder and CEO of 
Likeable Media, a social media and word-of-mouth marketing firm.

Book�review�by�Robin�Latham,�

Contributing�Writer
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EXECUTIVE�SEARCH

Thirty years ago, it seemed like something out of “The Jetsons” – a 
phone call with video.  Not only could you speak to and hear a person in 
real time, but you could see them on a TV screen.  Oh, the possibilities 
seemed endless.

When the technology finally came of age in the ’90s, some companies 
scrambled to be on the cutting edge.  I used to work for an old 
Management Recruiters International (MRI) franchise that tried to 
embrace this new technology.  They quickly set up video centers around 
the country and overseas so their clients and candidates could video 
interview. (I don’t think the term “virtual” had hit yet.) The thought 
was that thousands of dollars would be saved on travel for candidates 
and executive teams.  MRI hoped the technology would give them a 
competitive advantage over other firms.

Unfortunately, the idea never really took off.  Individuals were just not 
as technology savvy as today, the video was spotty at times, and it was 
difficult to get people to these video conference sites.  But when clients 
were asked why they didn’t use video interviews, the most common 
answer was “We still wanted to meet them and shake their hand.”

Fast-forward to 2012 and technological advancements have brought 
back the virtual interview once again.  Skype (which seems to be the 
most popular so far), FaceTime and other services provide free video 
calls with good quality. Some organizations and institutions in higher 
education are starting to use them as part of their interview process.  No 
one has replaced meeting a candidate for the final round with a virtual 
interview yet, but it is commonplace for the first or second round.  

Vincent Scaramuzzo is the President of Ed-Exec Inc., one of the 
leading executive search firms in education. He has consistently been 
ranked in the top 2 percent of all recruiters worldwide by Management 
Recruiters International, the world’s largest executive search firm. 

As a specialist in the education field, Scaramuzzo works nationally with 
universities, colleges, and online and career schools.  He can be contacted 
at vincent@ed-exec.com or 860.781.7641.

SCARAMuZZo

Knowing that a virtual interview may be in your future, I thought it might 
be time to review some basic tips for these calls:

   •  Practice with a friend or family member to make sure your software, 
hardware, etc., all work well.  If there is going to be a technological 
problem on the call, don’t let it be on your end.  It could lead the 
employer to perceive you are not well versed in the latest equipment 
and software

   • Make sure your camera angle is flattering and well lit
   •  Look into the webcam during your interview to maintain eye contact, 

just like you would in a real meeting
   •  Listen carefully not to miss any questions.  Make sure you are in a very 

quiet place to help eliminate unnecessary background noise
   •  Be sure you are alone.  Someone coming into your office unannounced 

or your kids flying into the picture during a virtual interview probably 
won’t go over well

   •  Dress to impress.  Wear conservative colors, such as blue or black, and 
avoid busy patterns and noisy jewelry – none work well on video

   •  Stay still.  Unnecessary movements may distract people and use up 
more bandwidth

   •  Approach this interview just as you would an in-person interview, 
because everyone will get to see you – and sometimes a book is judged 
by its cover

It will be interesting to see where video interviews go in the future.  As 
more traditional generations start to retire and organizations become more 
cost conscious, I do think the frequency of virtual interviews will increase 
dramatically. Follow these simple tips, and good luck to you on your next 
virtual interview.

SKYpe it oR SCRAp it?
Will ViDEO Call TEChnOlOGy finally rEVOluTiOnizE ThE 
inTErViEW PrOCESS? hOW TO PrEParE fOr a VirTual inTErViEW.
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ContaCt us at sales@Cunet.Com to find out how Cunet 
delivers the most effeCtive student inquiries. 

www.CUnet.com   |    1.888.77.CUnet

Performance Marketing Solutions for Higher Education

Inquiry Management Services   |    Enrol lment Marketing Automation Technology   |    Marketing Services   |    Inquiry Generation

19986_CUnet_InquiryAd_Letter.indd   1 2/3/11   11:46 AM
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ARE YOU OFFERING A

PERSONAL 
TRAINER 
PROGRAM?

Professional Fitness Institute 
offers partner schools curriculum 
that gives your school and your 
students a unique competitive edge. 
Students will have the opportunity 
to attend Professional Fitness 
Institute Boot Camp in Las Vegas 
where they receive instruction from 
professionals in the fitness industry 
as well as interact with students 
from across the country.

Contact Matt Killday at mkillday@pcitraining.edu

816.226.8498 6375 S. Pecos Road
Las Vegas, NV 89120

A division of Pinnacle Career Institute

Beth Horn
American Gladiators' 
“Venom”

Tommy Boyer-Kendrick
Certified Personal Trainer/
Sports Conditioning Specialist
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Accelerate your lead conversion today with InfoCision’s ACSELL.

Call (330) 664-5272 to request a personalized demo
or visit RapidResponseRouting.com for more information.

One quick tick of the clock can mean the difference between being 

the rst to reach a potential student or losing them to a competitor.

powered by

FAST RESPONSE
Potential student 

requests information 
on your website.

INSTANT REPORTING
You receive real-time 
call results to your 

desktop.

QUICK ROUTING
An InfoCision 

communicator promptly 
contacts the lead.

How quickly
does your college respond 

to online requests?
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tweet beAtS
CareerCollegeCt Kevin Kuzma
We live in an age where people want an education on their 
terms. This is where career education has thrived. #4profitchat

Blackboard ProEd 
@CareerCollegeCt Thanks for sharing your interesting 
perspective on retention/recruitment due to technology. 
#4profitchat

CareerCollegeCt Kevin Kuzma 
Confidence is an issue for some – more so in older students who 
feel left out of the new social media wave. #4profitchat

ConstanceIloh 
@CareerCollegeCt Interesting! Some of the students I work 
with discuss the challenge of working with older students in 
their 40/50s #4profitchat

CareerCollegeCt Kevin Kuzma
@ConstanceIloh Oh goodness ... I'm not that far away from 40 
myself. #4profitchat

ConstanceIloh 
@CareerCollegeCt Yes, it is certainly interesting learning 
student dynamics in these institutions #4profitchat

ConstanceIloh 
@CareerCollegeCt What impact do you think #4profits will 
have on how the rest of #highered operates? #4profitchat

CareerCollegeCt Kevin Kuzma
@ConstanceIloh The impact will be great. More colleges will 
be moving to a business mentality. #4profitchat

ConstanceIloh 
Is consumer protection an exclusive problem for them? 
#4profitchat

CareerCollegeCt Kevin Kuzma
@ConstanceIloh No, definitely not exclusive. Traditional 
colleges have to be as in the know as well. #4profitchat

ConstanceIloh  
@CareerCollegeCt I feel the same way! And I think we will 
be seeing more lawsuits across all sectors of #highered in the 
future #4profitchat

CareerCollegeCt Kevin Kuzma
@ConstanceIloh I agree. The more students who graduate and 
don't find work, the greater the chances of suits. #4profitchat

CareerCollegeCt Kevin Kuzma
If you can’t accommodate the way students want to learn, they’ll 
find a college that can. #4profitchat

CareerCollegeCt Kevin Kuzma
Are community colleges up for their 21st Century mission? Their 
own report says no: http://bit.ly/IacnCP

CareerSarah Sarah S.
We need a career path for college students who want to become 
entrepreneurs http://read.bi/GAC9ef

CareerCollegeCt Kevin Kuzma
@CareerSarah I suppose a general business degree leaves a lot to 
be interpreted, doesn't it?

ShannonYerkic Shannon Yerkic
A Boom Time for Education Start-Ups | Career College Central: 
http://www.careercollegecentral.com/news/boom-time-education-
start-ups#.T2jL4AEvkSU.twitter via @AddThis

CareerCollegeCt Kevin Kuzma
@ShannonYerkic @AddThis I have to agree. Education is 
definitely having its "Internet moment."

CareerCollegeCt Kevin Kuzma
@ShannonYerkic @AddThis I have to agree. Education is 
definitely having its "Internet moment."
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KeiserUniversity.edu/GraduateSchool

Admissions Hours: Mon - Thurs 8am - 10pm, Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat - Sun 9am - 10pm

1.877.827.7654
Call toll free to speak with an Admissions Counselor

Focusing on Career College Administration
100% Online

3	A focused degree designed for the career college professional

3	Complete your master’s degree in as few as 12 months

3	Courses include: 
Enrollment Management Theory & Practice  
Student Retention & Management 
Managing Campus Operations 

3	Continue your education for a PhD in Educational Leadership

Advance Your Career With a  
Master’s Degree in Education 
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the reason behind rising tuition
President Obama has been adamant about cutting the cost of tuition 
at all types of higher education institutions. He even threatened to 
cut federal programs for colleges that fail to lower tuition. Students 
were enthusiastic about potential lowered costs, but legislators were 
not quite as pleased. 

Rising tuition can be attributed to two opposing hypotheses: 
the “market power model,” which states that subsidies and 
grants to students elevate demand and the “spending constraint 
model,” which claims that rising tuition is due to declining state 
appropriations. 

The second model provides the simplest and most likely reason for 
rising tuition costs: Students are paying more because taxpayers are 
paying less.

Synopsis of: Why Does Tuition Go Up? Because Taxpayer Support 
Goes Down
Source: The Chronicle of Higher Education
Date: April 1, 2012

Rate of adults with college degrees is not 
increasing enough
Workforce demands and adult Americans with college degrees are 
both increasing, but not at equal rates.

“Employers in 2025 will need about 23 million more degree-holders 
than the nation’s colleges and universities will have produced” if 
growth continues at the current rate. The number of degree-holders 
has increased, but not enough. In 2010, the Lumina Foundation 
found that 38.3 percent of Americans ages 25-64 had at least an 
Associate degree, compared to 38.1 percent in 2009.

Obama’s goal is to increase the percentage of American adults 
with high-quality degrees and credentials to 60 percent by 
2025. However, Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development found that the USA has fallen to No. 16 in adults 
ages 25 to 34 with college degrees. 

Synopsis of: Despite more college grads, U.S. workforce needs 
even more
Source: USA Today
Date: March 27, 2012

MAKing heAdLineS
education renaissance due to six forces
The educational world may be encroaching on something extraordinary. 
Lisa Petrides, President of the Institute for the Study of Knowledge 
Management in Education, is calling it the “21st century’s version of 
the Renaissance: the education renaissance.”

The recent flourish in education is due to six forces:
• New technology
• Infusion of large amounts of cash into the arts and sciences
•  Emphasis on humanism, or the unique and extraordinary 

ability of the human mind
•  Emergence of a vibrant artistic culture with a focus on 

realism and advances in architectural design
• Democratization of learning
• Creation of a process for discovery

Some are not so receptive of the educational changes, but Petrides thinks 
they should be welcomed. Though technology may cause problems, 
it also enables the ability to create, learn and share knowledge. The 
education renaissance can lead to a linked world.

Synopsis of: Welcome to the Education Renaissance
Source: Huffington Post
Date: March 27, 2012

College presidents meet at white house to speak 
on lowering college tuition
President Obama’s plans to lower college tuition were discussed 
between about 25 state college presidents and the White House and 
Department of Education officials.

The presidents met with Domestic Policy Director Cecilia Muñoz, 
Deputy Education Secretary Tony Miller and Office of Public 
Engagement Director Jon Carson. President Obama was not present; 
however, he had a similar meeting with the college presidents in 
December.

Part of Obama’s plans to make college more affordable includes “using 
campus-based financial aid programs to award or punish colleges who 
raise tuition too much.” Some public college officials were not on 
board with his proposal. 

"We talked about what kinds of things universities are doing and can do 
to overcome the financial support [issue] without really raising tuition 
to put a lot of people out of market," said Paydar, Chancellor of Indiana 
University East.

Synopsis of: Another White House Meeting on College Costs
Source: Inside Higher Ed
Date: March 26, 2012
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Career mapping: worth the investment?
Secondary schools are now focusing more on students’ career 
interests and determining how to achieve them.

Approximately half of U.S. states require schools to make student 
learning plans, and the rest have optional programs. When students 
are able to make their own plans, they are more likely to make 
choices that will match their career goals. When students have a 
career goal, it is more likely that they will complete college.

The career maps require an investment in technology, training and 
time. The counselors, who already have full workloads, are usually 
the people who end up with the job of career mapping. Some states 
have found that the career plans have been worth the investment, 
while other states have not.

“The learning plans are providing a support system that we 
traditionally counted on families to provide,” said Chad d’Entremont, 
Executive Director of the Rennie Center for Education Research and 
Policy.

Synopsis of: Career Mapping Eyed to Prepare Students for College
Source: Education Week
Date: March 23, 2012

earliest cutoff for financial aid in illinois
Since the state of Illinois has run out of money, students whose 
financial aid applications were received after March 13 will be 
turned away.

The Free Applications for Federal Student Aid (FAFSAs) from 
college students seeking grant money reached a record high in 
Illinois this year. The deadline of March 13, which is the earliest 
the state has ever run out of grant funding, will leave an estimated 
140,000 students cut off from FAFSA money.

Gov. Pat Quinn proposed to add $50 million extra to the $387 million 
Illinois gave the grant program this year so that the increased need 
will be met. However, ISAC spokesman John Samuels says that it 
would take $1 billion to meet the needs.

The shortage in funding can be related to rising college costs.

Synopsis of: Illinois Runs Out Of Financial Aid: State Depletes 
College Assistance Funding Early
Source: Huffington Post 
Date: March 21, 2012

business major: is it worth it?
Some say that getting a business major is not valuable, with the 
biggest complaint being that undergraduate degrees are too focused 
on finance and accounting and not enough on critical thinking, 
problem-solving skills, essays and in-class debates.

Companies are saying they need thinkers with new ideas and plenty 
of knowledge, and they’re looking for graduates with a “broader 
academic background.”

William Sullivan, co-author of "Rethinking Undergraduate Business 
Education: Liberal Learning for the Profession," says the divide 
between business and liberal-arts offerings, however unintentional, 
has hurt students who see their business instruction as "isolated" from 
other disciplines.

Many colleges are taking a hint and are requiring students to take 
courses outside of their business major.  

Synopsis of: Wealth or Waste?  Rethinking the Value of a Business 
Major
Source: The Wall Street Journal
Date: April 6, 2012

Change is important
Although colleges teach the significance of change and adapting to 
change, they tend to have trouble learning it themselves. 

Robert J. Sternberg says that five elements are needed for successful 
change:
 1  Ability to change
 2  Belief in the ability of the institution to change
 3  Desire to change
 4  Desire to appear to change
 5  Courage to translate ideas into action

Change is not always great, but a static university is bound to 
eventually fall behind universities who are constantly, positively 
changing.  Just like any institution that fails to compete, a stagnant 
university is on the path to death. 

Synopsis of: Failure to Change
Source: Inside Higher Ed
Date: April 3, 2012
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AdveRtiSeRS

   ACADEMIC HEALTH & FITNESS PROGRAMS 
+ NASM CERTIFICATIONS = STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

NASM.org/academic

 Inspire Success. 
PARTNER WITH THE BEST.

The National Academy of Sports Medicine      
 1.800.460.6276, Option 1

Why should your school partner with NASM?

Curriculum Solutions  
Lead Generation
Faculty Training & Support 
Improved Employment Outcomes
Marketing Resources 
Innovative Education
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Lead Your Students to a 
Brighter Future
You’ve prepared them well. Now give them the edge they need 

to be successful. Ensure your students are certifi ed by AMT.

AMT certifi es over 50,000 allied health professionals, including:

•  Medical Assistants

•  Phlebotomy Technicians

•  Dental Assistants

•  Medical Administrative Specialists

•  Medical Lab Technologists

For more information: www.amt1.com/qualifications

0111-22 AMT_CareerCollCentral_Pr1   1 1/24/11   2:05:20 PM
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i chose DeVry University because of the options the school 
offered and all of the little perks that made a difference to me. 
DeVry is known for small class sizes, which really appealed to 

me since I came from a small town where my graduating class was 
25 students – the biggest class in eight years. 

When I reached campus, I found my classes were never larger than 
30 students, and this was only for the general education courses. 
The classes related to my degree ranged anywhere from 8 to 20 
students per class. Another great thing about DeVry’s class structure 
was that the school allowed you to get straight into your degree 
courses. My first class was related to my degree, which was great 
for me because I had a lot of friends who went two years with just 
general education classes at their four-year state universities. One 
of the great things about my professors was that they were almost 
all still working in the field and were up-to-date on all of the new 
technology and knew how to explain how it was used. 

To nominate a student for Why I Chose, 
contact news@careercollegecentral.com.

STUDENT�STORIES

whY i ChoSe
By�Josh�Goodman

Some of the other perks about DeVry included its career placement 
services and Student Central hub. They helped me out a bunch when 
I was looking for an internship, which then turned into a full-time job 
after graduation. The career advisors were on the phone with me or 
sending me emails daily on new internships that had popped up and 
coordinated with me to get interviews set up all the time. For a week 
or two, I interviewed at least once a day and even some days had 
up to three interviews scheduled. DeVry also had a class dedicated 
to learning how to interview properly and provided me with a huge 
amount of resume tips and tricks that I used. Student Central is the 
one-stop shop for any questions you might have. They have a person 
from every department there, so whether you need help with financial 
aid, tutoring, career placement or even changing degrees, you’ll know 
exactly where to find help. 

I am very happy with my decision to go to DeVry University. I 
graduated in two years and eight months – exactly the time Devry 
estimated it would take to finish my degree. I became a full-time 
employee just one month after graduation at the company where 
DeVry helped me get an internship, and I still work there to this day. 
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